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Volume 102 No. 123

Election Count-Down
Entering Final Phase
The count-down has begun for candidates entered in the May 26
Democratic Primary Election, which
will be underway in less than 24 hours.
Polls open at 6 a.m. Tuesday and a
moderate to heavy voter turnout is expected locally — as well as across the
state — as city and county leadership
post for the next four years hang in
the balance.
The campaign pace has picked up
considerably during the past few days
as candidates make that one last effort at getting the necessary votes to
win nomination.
The primary election, in effect,
means winning the office in all local
races with the exception oL District
Judge and City Council. Democratic
contenders in all but those two races
have no opposition in the general election in November.
The 12 city council nominees will be
challenged by two Republicans in
November. The battle for District
Judge is a non-partisan race and the
two top vote-getters Tuesday will
square off against each other in
November.
A rundown of the races to appear on
Tuesday's ballot shows:
Incumbent Murray Mayor Melvin
B. Henley, running for a second term,
being opposed by former mayor
Holmes Enid. Ellis served as mayor
for four terms from 1958 through 1973
while Henley served on the city council prior to being elected mayor.
Calloway County judge-executive

Robert 0. Miller is opposed for reelection by George Weaks, who ran
unsuccessfully for the office in 1977.
Four persons are vying for the
sheriff's office. Councilman Bill
Bailey, deputy sheriff David Balentine, Jerry Pendergrass, and former
sheriff Maurice Wilson are in the
race.
Circuit court clerk Ann Paschall
Wilson is being opposed by James L.
Johnson,former executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, and sheriff
Max Morris. Mrs. Wilson, who was
formerly deputy clerk, was named
clerk after the April death of clerk
Frances Shea.
County clerk Harris is receiving opposition in his re-election bid from Billy Joe Kingins.
Two local attorneys are opposing
Calloway County attorney Max
Parker for that office. Steve Sanders
and Mark Blankenship will face
Parker in the Primary Election.
Incumbent Huel "Wimpy" Jones is
facing opposition from Dan Ra77ell in
the race for jailer. Bazzell is presently
a Calloway Fiscal Court magistrate.
Neither coroner Tommy Walker nor
property valuation administrator
Charles Hale have opposition in their
bids for re-election.
„
In the race for Fifth District state
representative, incumbent Freed
Curd of Murray is being opposed by
Harvey Ellis of Murray. The Fifth
District covers Calloway County'and

a portion of Trigg County.
Three attorneys, two from Murray
and one from Benton, are seeking the
post of District Judge in the 42nd
Judicial District, which includes
Calloway and Marshall counties. Sid
Easley, who now holds that post,
decided not to seek re-election.
Assistant county attorney David
Buckingham of Murray, city attorney
J. William Phillips of Murray and
Marshall County District Court trial
commissioner Pal G. Howard of Benton have filed for the judicial position.
The district judge's race, unlike any
of the other races, is non-partisan.
Democrats, Republicans and Independents may select a candidate
from the three who have filed. The top
two candidates will be selected in May
from the three and those candidates
will then oppose each other in the
November General Election.
The commonwealth's attorney post
for the same judicial district is being
sought by incumbent commonwealth's attorney Ron
See LOCAL ELECTION
Page 8, Column 6
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REGION CHAMPS — The Murray High boys and girls doubles tennis teams both captured Region One championship titles at Murray State over the weekend. Left to right are team members Robert Stout, Candy
Jackson, Starr Jones and Russ Edwards. Both teams advance to the state high school tournament to be played
at the University of Kentucky in Lexington.

Ballots Crowded Across State
By SY RAMSEY
_Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP) — A ballot
as crowded as any in recent years will
face Kentucky voters in Tuesday's
primary, with hundreds of legislative
contenders and thousands of contestants in local races.
But in a sense, the significance lies
in who is not on the ballot rather than
who is running — and in what seems
to be missing on a broad scale this
time.
What's missing is factionalism of'
the kind that used to pit legislative
candidates against an incumbent
governor or line up them up with the
establishment.
Democratic Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr., who constantly says he has

nothing to do with the old politics, appears to have played no role in the
party primary — with one recent exception.
The governor verbally blasted Rep.
Ward "Butch" Burnette, D-Fulton, as
"totally ineffective" and indicated he
hopes a primary rival will defeat him.
Burnette charged that Brown was
retaliating for Burnette's opposition
to administration-backed measures in
the 1980 General Assembly, including
a gasoline tax and natural resources
tax he said raised the cost of living for
his constituents.
Legislators not on the ballot include
some who have been highly-regarded
if occasionally controversial, such as
Democratic Sens. John Berry of New
Castle, Tom Easterly of Frankfort

and veteran William Sullivan of
Henderson.
In the Hou.4e, Democrat John Isler
of Covington is retiring after 26 years
and so is Republican Hatold DeMarcus of Stanford.
Demociatic.p. Buddy Adams of
Bowling iGreen, an influential
member of several committees, won't
run again.
Neither will Democrats Aggie Sale
of Harrodsburg and Bill Weinberg of
Hindman, nor Republicans Marshall
Davenport of Somerset and Lou
DeFalaise of Park Hills.
There are plenty trying to take their
places — no fewer than six, for example, seeking to succeed- Berry.
The primaries will not settle the
House and Senate lineups, which are

roughly 3 to I Democratic and are not
expected to change after the
November elections.
Among the more interesting contests:
Three Democrats are trying to get
Easterly's post, including Rep. Steve
Wilborn of Shelbyville, the only HOuse
member running for the Senate, and
former Franklin County judge Fred
Bradley and businessman Phil Veno
of Frankfort.
For Sullivan's job, another threeway Democratic race has developed.
The contenders are Henderson city
commissioner Henry Lackey and
Henderson businessmen John Hall
and Paul Herron Jr.
See KENTUCKY
Page if, Column 7

Vet Fears Intent Of Holiday Forgotten
I.
WINS AWARDS — The Murray Rotary Club received several awards
at the Rotary International District 671 annual conference in Owensboro. The local club received the only Vocational Service award
presented in the district and the club Bulletin Award for clubs having
memberships over 100. A special excellence award for outstanding
club bulletin also was awarded the the Murray Club. President-elect
Charles Walston won a country ham door prize. Murray was selected at the meeting to be the site for the 1982 conference, set for
April 23-25 at the University Center at Murray State. The Murray and
Fulton clubs will co-host the conference. District 671 includes 54
clubs. Attending the conference from the Murray club were (from
left) Vernon Gantt, secretary; Walston; Dr. Eugene Schanbacher,
president; and Dr. Wilson Gantt, chairman of the district foundation
awards committee.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy warm and humid
with a small chance of thundershowers today and tonight. High
today in the lower to mid 80s. Low
tonight in the upper 50s to lower
60s. Continued warm and humid
with thundershowers likely on
Tuesday. High in the upper 70s to
lower 80s. Winds southerly 5 to 15
mph today, tonight and Tuesday.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Wednesday through Friday:
Generally dry and pleasant with
morning lows in the 5t)s and afternoon highs in the 70s to low 80s.

Story and Photo
By JOHN SA LERNO
Staff Reporter
Memorial Day is the first big threeday-weekend of the vacation season.
Across the nation, motor homes,fourwheeled vehicles pulling boats on
trailers have been flocking to the
nearest recreation spot to enjoy 72
hours of rest and relaxation.
Calloway Countian Alex Pall says
he enjoys long weekends too, but the
disabled American veteran fears that
many people have forgotten the
original intent of Memorial Day.
"We have a tendency to forget the
real meaning ... forgetting those who
died in our wars ... forgetting the 30
million veterans who lived and forgetting those who have come home
disabled," Pall said.
The WW II veteran said that apathy
waS created when the Congress moved Memorial Day from May 30 to the
inSt Monday in May. He said that
once it was set, it should not have been
changed.
"It's tradition and it's held in honor,
of our fallen comrades," Pall said.
"The day will come when they change
it back." The Monday Holiday Bill,
was passed 10 years ago "so our
government officials can go out and
play golf and don't have to answer to
their constituents," he said.
A member of the Disabled
American Veterans since 1946, Pall
has an opinion on many issues. The
Maplewood Drive resident has a
scrapbook of 294 letters to the editors
of local newspapers. His letters promote patriotism and have been
published in The Murray Ledger &
Times, the Louisville CourierJournal, the Paducah Sun. But
writing letters is "just a hobby" for

Pall who once considered a journalism career.
Even though he is patriotic, Pall
draws the line when he feels veterans'
rights are being threatened by the
government. "There are still 30
million veterans in this country and
our government is quietly shutting the
door in their faces," he said.
"Budget Director David A.
Stockman is proposing budget cuts
that will have a disastrous effect on
all veterans," Pall said. He admitted
"we all have to sacrifice" but said the
Reagan Adminsitration should take
two percent from the foreign aid and
give it to the veterans. "They 1 foreign
countries) don't appreciate what you
do for them anyway."
He complained of proposed cuts involving the Outreach Program, which
helps those in VA hospitals.
"I don't believe the veterans should
be made the victims of inflation," he
said. "If it wasn't for the veterans,
you probably wouldn't be here," he
told a reporter.
Pall can speak from experience
because his disability benefits were
cut from 100 to 40 percent during the
Eisenhower Administration. He was
hit by shrapnel on his birthday at the
Battle of the Bulge while fighting in
General George C. Patton's 80th Division. Pall received the Purple Heart
and a Bronze Star.
He said he saw the general only
twice. The first time, he said, was
after he had taken a wounded man to
the aid station located in the rear. He
said his company commander had
told him to get a hot meal. On his way
to the mess tent, Patton challenged
him and Pall said he explained he had
See MEMORIAL
Page 8, Column 5

HE REMEMBERS — In the Memorial Day tradition, Alex Pall lowers
his flag to half mast to commemmoratr the U.S. servicemen killed in
action.
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Nance-Amos Wedding Is Planned

Many Out Of Town Guests Visitors
In Homes;Persons Reported Ill

Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Nance of Bell City announce
the engagement Of their
daughter, Susan Carol, to
Charles Edward Amos, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Amos
of Lexington, formerly of
Clinton.
Miss Nance is a 1979
graduate of Murray, State
University with a bachelor of
science degree in biology
and animal science, and will
continue her education at
Western Kentucky University this fall.
Mr. Amos is a 1080
graduate of Western Kentucky University with a
bachelor of science degree in
agriculture, and is presently
employed with South State
Company,
Construction
Bowling Green.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, June 20, at 7:30
p.m. at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church in Calloway County.
A reception will follow at the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the
ceremony and the reception.

Miss ,Susan Carol Nance
and Charles Edu'ard Amos

LIBRARY NOTES
From Morro Twist!

IN Central CI,• 753-3314
E MISMITIMENI
7:20, 9:10

7:15,9:10

—Ends Thur. —
7:10,9.00
MEET
ANDREW
FEN& NO

Cl/W.

Chestnut St •753-3314

*Open Ever Nite*
Open 7:'30--Start 8.05

—Ends Thur. —
Cheech and
onig's Next
Movie

1.1,1.1.41.41

1111 Bit F,11,Parititlis
H way 121 5•753-3314
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North Fork :Veit's—

-

New books at the Calloway
Public Library include the
following:
SISTER CARRIE, by
Theodore Dreiser. University of Pennsylvania Press.
The editors of this new edition have gone back to the
origin-al handwritten
manuscript and restored the
text to its original wording
and included maps, illustrations and historical notes
that were previously omitted.
JANE BRODY'S NUTRITION BOOK. Norton & Company.
Although the emphasis is
on eating to preserve health,
this book is really a guide to
good nutrition throughout
your life.
NOBLE HOUSE, by
James Clavell. Delacorte
Press.
The author of the famous
novel Shogun gives us a new
novel with Hong Kong as the
setting in 1963.
LOVE, DAD, by Evan
Hunter. Crown.
A novel about the dissolution of a family in the turbulent sixties and of a father
and daughter's love that enthough
even
dures
understanding has been
swept away in the whirlwind
of change.
SIX GREAT IDEAS, by
Mortimer J. Adler. Macmillan.
Mr. Adler has written a
book of six ideas relating to
philosophy; Truth, Goodness
and Beauty — ideas we

20 TO 50%
OFF

STOREWIDE
May 22-27th
Excluding
Ultra Suede
Yellow & Blue Kenro•
& Fall Breckenridge
Closed Monday Memorial Day

Mademoiselle
Shop
‘•-:".•••

Downtown Murray

judge by — and Liberty,
Equality and Justice — ideas
'we act on.
HOW TO TALK SO KIDS
WILL LISTEN AND HOW
TO LISTEN SO KIDS WILL
TALK, by Adele Faber and
Elaine Mazlish. Rawson,
Wade Publishers.
The authors have given
workshops throughout the
country to groups of parents
on better ways of communicating with children.

Out of their experiences
comes this book, including
dialogues, role-playing exercises and cartoons giving
help on methods of communication.
KINGS OF KINGS, by
Malachi Martin. Simon &
Schuster.
A novel on the life of David
peopled with historical
figures like Saul, Samuel,
Jona, Jonathan, and many.
more.

By Mrs. R.D.Key
admitted to the Henry CounMay 11, 1981
ty Hospitall Paris, Term. on
Mr.and Mrs. Tommy Bea- Monday and had surgery
ty left for their home in Friday. Mr. Fletcher and
Texas on Wednesday after son, Gary, Mrs. Lottie Mae
beng here with her brother, Orr, Mrs. Oyna Orr, and
Ancil Wicker, and attending Miss Sylvia Kuykendoll were
the homecoming at North at the hospital for the
Fork Baptist Church.
surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Wicke
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morof Paducah and Mr. and ris visited Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Mrs. Othel Paschall visited Kuykendoll Sunday afterthe Beaty family at the home noon.
of And Wicker on Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Steve Smith
On Sunday night Mr. and and daughter of Texas
Mrs. Beaty'and Mr. Wicker visited Mr. and Mrs. Ludie
were supper guests of Mr. Malray over the weekend,
and Mrs. Enloe Tarkington. and to attend the wedding of
On Monday,the Beatys, Mr. her sister, Martha Malray,
Wicker, Mr. and Mrs. to Jerry Harper at the North
Hildred Paschall, Mr. and Fork Baptiat Church on May
Mrs. Gerald Paschall and 9.
boys, Jeffery and Terry, Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
were supper guests of Mr. Weide and Bryan, honored
and Mrs. Othel Paschall. On Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr at
Tuesday the Beatys visited dinner on Mothers Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Mrs. !tickle Orr took her
Paschall.
mother, Mrs. Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pulse of Paschall, to Jackson on FriNorth day for treatment.
Fayetteville,
Carolina, visited Mrs. R. D. Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Key and Mrs. Warren Sykes Wilson and Lavettia and M-.
on Wednesday morning .and Mrs. Mabern Key
while here on vacation
and
visiting friends
relatives.
Mr. and-Mrs. Rickie Orr
will take their son, Jamie,to
Memphis,Tenn.,on Tuesday
for a check up on his heart.
Mrs. Bailey Grooms has
been ill the last few days.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Is it
Their son, Joe Grooms,from
true that while taking certain
Jackson visited them this medicines one should not sit in
week. Other visitors in were the sun? If so. why? What, if
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Mrs. any. harm could have been
Enloe Tarkington, and Mrs. done if one has acquired a
dark tan slowly? Is there any
Judy Orr.
cause for alarm if one has
Mr.and Mrs. Howard Mor- been taking medicine for
ris visited Mrs. Jessie eight months without advice
from a doctor about this?
Paschall on Saturday.
DEAR READER — Yes,
Mrs. Tom Sykes and and it is also true of using varchildren, Bryan and Aman- ious skin preparations and
da, spent last week with Mr. soaps.
These
preparations
and Mrs. Lanoice Harr- increase the sensitivity of the
ington of Parsons,Term.
skin to sunshine. In other
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited words, it is easier to get a bad
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on sunburn and damage your
skin. Anyone taking medicines
Wednesday.
that increase the sensitivity to
Mrs. Bernice Fletcher was the sun must be particularly

Sunning while on medication

LONG LIFE
Quincy Adams was convinced, as early as 1794, that ex
ercise and diet prolonged
life.
According to Jack
Shepherd, author of "Cannibals of the Heart: A Personal Biography of Louisa
and John Quincy Adams,"
Adams struggled against
By Abigail Van Buren
gaining weight, and advocated fasting.
"I have often wished that
the reformers who settled
New England had not
abolished the practice of
DEAR ABBY: My mother is a healthy, vibrant widow of fasting in Lent," he wrote in
50. Dad has been dead for 12 years, and during that time my
his diary. "I am convinced
mother devoted her life to raising my brother, my sister and
me. She is an R.N. with special training in intensive-care that occasional fasting, and
particularly abstinence from
nursing.
So what's the problem? Mom,wants to join a convent. I am animal food several weeks at
overjoyed and feel that she has the right to follow the a time, and every year, is
dictates of her conscience.
wholesome, both tobody and
Mom--h-a-F,,no encumbrances, as we kids are all raised and mind."

11
3K

Children Hope Mother's
New Habit Won't Last

DEAR DAUGHTER: Instead of trying to convince
your brother and sister that your mother has the
right to become a nun,convince your mother that she
doesn't need the approval of her children to follow
the dictates of her heart and conscience.
DEAR ABBY: I think it's disgusting the way those bigleague baseball players chew tobacco. My husband and I
used to enjoy sitting down with a snack to watch the games
on TV, but it's so unappetizing to see those baseball players
spitting a stream of tobacco juice all over the place, we
hardly watch now.
Abby, why do baseball players chew tobacco?
UPSET STOMACHS IN ALLENTOWN PA.

DEAR U.S. IN PA.: I don't know, but I'll ask. And if
I get any juicy answers I'll let you know. (Steve
(iarvey, George Brett, Rod Carew, where are you
when I need you?)
DEAR ABBY: I sympathize with Elsie, the 68-year-old
widow who had a crush on her 61-year-old lawyer. She had
never gone out with him, but she brought him brownies once
and sent him a valentine. My lawyer is also a bachelor, but I've never tried brownies
or valentines. I just keep making out new wills. Soon he will
have all my money for drawing new wills.
Poor Elsie asked if there was any harm in dreaming. She
said it took her 25 years to get over George Brent. Have you
any suggestions for me? It took me 30 years to get over
Robert Taylor.
HAPLESS WIDOW IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEAR HAPLESS: Hang in there, honey!(I'm still
not over Tyrone Power.)
DEAR ABBY: I am a 12-year-old straight-A student. I,
along with everyone else in the class, recently had to write
100 times, "I will be quiet during Class time," because the
majority of the class was talking. (I wasn't.)
I don't think that was fair, and I politely told the teacher
so. She said that was the only way she could get everybody
to be quiet.
Abby, don't you think teachers can find a more just and
effective way to keep the kids from talking?

INNOCENT YET ARMSORE
DEAR. INNOCENT: A more "just" way, perhaps,
but possibiy not one that's more effective.

ford of Detroit, Mich., are
spending the week with Mr.
and Mrs. Bailey Grooms.
Herbert Orr visited Mrs.
Thelma Byars while she was
a patient at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She has been transferred to a
nursing home.
David and Jerry Boyd
were dinner guests of Mr.'
and Mrs. Carnol Boyd on
Mothers Day.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes visited Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Nichols Thursday
night.
Mr. and , Mrs. Bob Ellis
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes Monday night.
Mrs. Nomie Olive visited
Mrs. Lillian Ross and Mrs.
Ovie Wilson in Paris Manor
Sunday afternoon.
Mr.and Mrs. Cooper Jones
took Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson out for dinner Monday and spent the afternoon
with them.
Charley Paschall was admitted to the Henry-County
Hospital, Paris, Term., on
Tuesday.

HEALTH

NEW YORK (AP) — John

have familreS- of our own. The order she has chosen has
accepted her. The hang-up is my brother and sister. They
are adamant in their opposition to Mom's decision. They act
as though she is joining some kind of kooky cult!
It's tearing Mom apart She wants so much to pursue her
calling, but she wants the approval of all her children. How
can I convince my brother and sister that Mom has the right
to become a nun?
LOVING DAUGHTER

visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson in
Paris Manor on Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore visited Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke Sunday afternoon.
Kenny Jenkins took Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall out for
dinner on Sunday, Mothers
Day. Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Orr joined them in the afternoon..Mr.and Mrs. Orr, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, and Mrs.
Jessie Paschall visited Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Orr for ice
cream.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Grooms and daughter,
Beverly, and Ted Cooper
took Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Cooper out for Mothers Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern Key
were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Key on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Boots Staf-

careful about being out in the
sun too long and should take
extra precautions to avoid
sunburn.
Antibiotics such as tetracy-.
clines may increase your
sensitivity. So will sulfa medications, some diuretics and
even salicylates as found in
common aspirin. Barbituates
and tranquilizers also
increase sensitivity to the
sun's radiation. These are
sometimes used in some cases
of elevated blood pressure as
well as for nervous tension._
If a person is taking small
doses of antibiotics such as
tetracyclines for acne and
then wants to get some
sunshine, he will be more sensitive than other people and
may end up having a bad sunburn as well as acne.
The same is true of acne
preparations used to peel the
skin.
'-I have listed these and provided additional information
an protecting the skin from
sunburn in The Health Letter
number 7-10, Your Skin: Sun,
Aging, Spots and Cancer,
which I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
stamped, self-addreccPd envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Certain aftershaye lotions
such as Hai Karate and Jade
East may increase your sensitivity. So will bactericidal
soaps that contain TBS
(tribromosalicylanilide).
Check the ingredients on your
soap.
If you have been getting
plenty of sun and not having a
problem, your tan is already
protecting you somewhat. But
anyone who is on such medicines should use sunscreens
and limit his exposure.
DEAR DR.. LAMB — I
think I read in your column
that lumpy breasts were
caused from .too much
caffeine in coffee, colas, plus
too much chocolate. I can't
find it and I really need that
information as I am quite concerned about this problem. _ .

DEAR READER — That
study was the work of Dr.
John P. Minton, professor of
surgery and oncology at Ohio
State. He discovered that
many women who had lumpy
breasts would have regression
or actual disappearance of
breast lumps if they would
stop ALL caffeine, which is
found in coffee, tea, colas and
chocolate.
Since then he has also
reported that nicotine from
cigarette smoking also
appears to be a factor in lumpy breasts. His studies show
that after eight weeks of no
caffeine at all and no cigarettes that two-thirds of women with lumpy breasts are
lump free. He thinks that if
Women would follow such a
program perhaps 90 percent
of the lump problems would
no longer exist. Try it. Considering the cost of coffee, tea,
chocolate and cigarettes, it is
the cheapest medical treatment around. - - - -

Pay Monthly
Pay Monthly For
Cosmetology Training
You can become a licensed cosmetologist in one year,
or a licensed manicurist in three months.
Three Enrolling Classes Each Year
*January *June *August
Enrol Now For Classes Beginning
Juno 8th, 1981
Coll or Come By

Ezell Beauty
School
306 N. 4th

502-753-4723

Murray, Ky.

'5 REBATE
CHECK
HURRY! OFFER GOOD
TUES., MAY 16 THRU SAT., MAY 30
omm mum

lam i=e es='COUPON-CHECK'ime som

*Offer Good Thru
Sat., May 23

memi mum

HANCOCK
FABRICS
836 Joe Clifton Drive
Paducah, Ky.

3
X

NAME:

$
LiImo

0

You must have this coupon at time of purchase

00

Rebate

With $15.00 Or More

Fabric Purchase

(Limit One Per Customer)

mmi imm moccoupcom..cHE Km 11=1 MN MIMI

..J

OPEN MON.-FRI
9.30 A M -8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, 10 A.M.-6 P.M.

CARDINAL POINT
SHOPPING CENTER
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Coming Events Listed

Of Interest

Monday, May 25
Tuesday,May 26
Wednesday,May 27
Adult Great Books DiscusGroup D of Ladies BeginnLadies Day events insion Group will meet at 7 ing Tennis of Murray Coun- cluding
golf at 9 a.m., bridge
p.m. at the Annex of the try Club will play from 6 to 8 and tennis at 9:30
a.m. and a
Calloway Public Library.
p.m. at the club.
luncheon at 12 noon are
scheduled at the Murray
Reservations for ladies
Parents Anonymous will Country Club.
day luncheon on Wednesday meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforshould be made by today mation call 753-5995 or 435Ladies Day events at the
with Ann Uddberg, luncheon 4385.
Oaks Country Club will inchairman.
clude golf with Mabel
Alcoholics Anonymous will Rogers as hostess and bridge
Experimental Aircraft
meet at 8 p.m. at the west with Mayrelle Clark as
Assocition Chaper No. 734
end of the Livestock and Ex- hostess at 9:30 a.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
position Center.
Paris-Henry County Airport,
The Louisville Orchestra
Marshall County Chapter
Paris, Tenn. For informaof Ladies Full Gospel will be presented in concert
tion cal11-901-642-3735.
Fellowship will meet at 10:30 at 8 p.m. at the Paducah
a.m.
at, the Gateway Tilghman Auditorium.
Murray High School Spring Sports,Barbecue will be Steakhouse,Draffenville.
at 7 p.m. at the Murray High
Calloway County High
practice field.
School will have its 1981 comDouglas Center will be mencement exercises at - 8
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. p.m at the school.
for activities by the Senior
Wednesday, May 27
5-17-81
Citizens with lunch at 12
Hazel and Douglas Centers NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
noon. Square dancing will
Ward, baby boy (Sheila)
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
not be held.
p.m. for activities by the Rt. 1,Box 58, Murray.
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Krueger, baby boy (Mary)
Hazel Center will be open
and,at Rt. 1, Box 106-A, Hazel.
11:45
a.m.
Hazel
at
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens Douglas at 12 noon.
DISMISSALS
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Overeaters Anonymous Mrs. Patricia C. Sheridan
meet at 12 noon in the and baby boy, Rt. 7,
Recovery, Inc., will meet will
Baptist Stu- Mayfield; Mrs. Treva Lynn
at 7:30 p.m, at the Health basement of the
Greer and baby girl, Box 723,
Center.
dent
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.

To

Senior Citizens

The Golden Age Club will
meet Thursday, May 28, at
11:30 a.m. in the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. A potluck supper
will.be served.
Hawaiian travel films will
be shown by Robert Crenshaw. All members and interested persons are invited
to attend.

The club met Thursday,
April 23, at the social hall for
a potluck lunchon. Nominees
for officers for the coming
year were named and will be
voted on at the May meeting.
Attending the luncheon
were Paul Kingins, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Davis, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hendrickson, Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Burgoyne
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
LaChoy, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Schleuter, Mrs. Thelma
Parker, Mrs. Naoma
Schwalm, Mrs. Opal Reeves,
Mrs. Otie Mc9ougal, Mrs.
Calista
Clanton, Mrs.
Mildred Ragsdale, Mrs. Birdie Parker, Mrs. Connie
Jones, Mrs. Hildred Sharpe,
Mrs. Lucille Rollins, Mrs.
Mary Ray, and Mrs. Floy
Caldwell, members; Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Bucklew and
Miss Barbara Shores,
guests.

Paris, Tenn.; Bridgette F.
Maness, Rt. 1, Murray; Dale
E. Dunlap, Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Mary E. French, Rt. 2,
Springville, Term.; Mrs. Jennifer J. Andis, 1311 Roberson
Drive, Murray.
Mrs. Patricia G. Boren,
Rt. 5, Cadiz; James F.
Dowdy, 305 Chestnut Street,
Murray; Mrs. Ruby E.
Rudolph, 713 Sycamore
Street, Murray; Mrs. Annie
B. Counts, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Blanche M. Lassiter,
919 Coldwater Road, MurLeon Trotsky, a leader of
ray; Percy L. Finks, Rt. 4, the Russian Revolution, died
Mayfield; Robert B. Call,545 Aug. 21, 1940, after being
Duke Drive, Dresden,Tenn. struck down by an assassin
the day before. Following
On Aug. 11, 1962, the Sokriet the death of Lenin in 1924,
Union sent its third rivalry between Trotsky and
Cosmonaut, Maj. A. G. Stalin became acute and in
Nikolayev, into orbit. One 1929 Trotsky went into exile
day later, the fourth Soviet in Turkestan. He was later
space explorer, Lt. Col. P. deported and took up
Popovich,followed and radio residence in Constantinople,
contact was established before seeking asylum in
between the two spacecraft. Mexico.

Cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR)
Classes, sponsored by Red
+,4161.6
Cross Chapter, will be from 6
Frances Drake
to 9 p.m. For information
FOR TUESDAY,MAY 26,1981
call 753-1421.
What kind of day will tomor- upset plans for travel.
Murray Postoffice will be row be? To find out what the Perseverance pays off on the
closed today for Memorial stars say, read the forecast iob. Don't let small problems
'iscourage you.
Day.
given for your birth Sign.
ykke_ •
SCORPIO
Buses for the Murray- ARIES
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) InortIr
You could change your mind
Calloway Transit System (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Unfinished tasks concern about
purchase.
a
will not run today.
you, yet you may have trouble Suspiciousness will work
clearing the decks for action. against you in love. Give
Tuesday,May 26
YoU'll come to an agreement Others the benefit of the doubt.
District 17 Unit I Licensed with a friend.
_04
0
SAGMARIUS
(Nov-.22 to Dec.21)
Practical Nurses will have a TAURUS
(
Apr.
20
to
May
20
)
deft?
surface
Despite
its second workshop on drug
Talks about raises are proand alcohol at the private ductive. Socializing is on your agreements, there are hidden
involved. Social
dining room of Murray- mind, but the workload may factors
The Marshall County
obligations may weigh on you
Calloway County Hospital at be too pressing for you to take now and interfere with family Chapter of the Ladies Full
much time off.
7 p.m.
interests.
Gospel Fellowship will meet
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
Tuesday, May 26, at 10:30
(May
21
to
June
20
(Dec. 22 to Jan.19) Vi
Murray TOPS (take off
a.m.
at the Gateway
Keep in touch with those at a
Right now it's best not to say
pounds sensibly) Club will
distance. Some tension at much on the job, Neither co- Steakhouse, Draffenville,
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health work is possible. Mixing
workers nor higher-ups are in Highway 641 north of BenCenter.
business with pleasure is not a receptive Mood.Sleep on imrecommended.
portant decisions.
Senior Citizens Centers CANCER
AQUARIUS
will be open as follows: Dex- (June 21 to July 22) 4310 (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A
date
may
be
canceled.
The ethical ramifications of
ter at 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and
Domestic concerns make it
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2 unwise to have company over a business venture require
work
p.m.; flis fram 108.m. to 3" at pfesent. Handle in-laws further thought: Your with
schedule may conflict
with
kid
gloves.
p.
pleasure plans.
LEO
PISCES
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, (July 23 to Aug.22)
XC.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Woodmen of the World, will
Business negotiations may
A forgotten family member
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of bog down. Don't sign any would like to hear from you.
papers. Unexpected visitors Worrying about security
Linda Fain.
may prove disruptive. Clarify doesn't help much. Accent
constructive planning.
Suburban Homemakers objectives with close ones.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are
Club will meet at the home of (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
intellectual and pracboth
Lillian Dunn at 7 p.m.
The unexpected may cause tical. You have artistic ability,
a change of schedule. Relax
Calloway County Orchard and ward off nervous tension. which you can easily convnercialize. Writing, acting, painand Garden Club will meet Money could be an issue with ting, films, sculpture and
Carol Penrod
at 7 p.m. at the County Ex- panthers.
music are some of the fields in
tension Office, 209 Maple LIBRA
which you'll find fulfillment. ton, with Mrs. Dallas (Carol)
Street, with Douglas (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Learn to apply yourself and
Unlocked-for expenses may resist the temptation to take Penrod of Paducah as the
Johnson as guest speaker.
shortcuts. Your innate ex- speaker.
Mrs. Penrod, mother of
ecutive talent qualifies you for
childrem, has lived in
,two
bankcareer
in
successful
a
ing, law, publishing or Paducah s'nce she was 7 and
brokerage. However, your attended Paducah Tilghman
work must reflect your ideals High School and Murray
for you to be contented. If you
University. She is
do not like your job, you could State
AT DIET CENTER!
become lazy. Birthdate of presently serving as presiJohn Wayne, actor; Artie dent of the Paducah Chaper
Shaw, bandleader; and of Women's Aglow and has
AND I'VE NEVER
Robert Morley,actor.
taught home Bible studies

"r

PlannedWednesda‘ it Club

Golden Age Club Will
Have Meet Thursday

OSPITAL NEWS

Your Individual
Horoscope

Ladi;s Day Events-)

Ladies Full Gospel Group-,
Plans Meeting On Tuesdi'lr

41244g

.ELE-1

I LOST 60 POUNDS

IN JUST 12 WEEKS
FELT BETTER

Uniforms
25%
Off
Price Items.

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO!

Excluding/
1
2

Men's & Women's

HERE'S A SENSIBLE
WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM
THAT REALLY WORKS!

Tops-Prints & Solid
Colors
Slacks-Lab Coats

I have been on diets on and off since the eighth grade. I hove lost and
regained hundreds of pounds, I'm
sure. I tried shots, drugs and pills
and had been on every fad diet from
grapefruit to low carbohydrate. I
lost weight, but in every case I
would gain it right bock and more.
Then my sister told me about Diet
Center. She was on the program and
looked great. I decided to give it a
try and went from 198 pounds to
138 in just 3 months and from size
20 to 12.

Women's
Pansuits, Dresses

and participated in a
Leadership Training School
for Christians.
A nursery will be provided. For information persons
may call Mrs. Rudy Holland,
Benton, 1-527-8343.. or Mrs.
Chuck Whitby, Paducah, 1898-6740.

Ladies Day events in- hostess. Persons listed in the
cluding aluncheon, bridge, lineup who are unable to
tennis, and golf, will be held play should contact Mrs.
Wednesday, May 27, at the Costello at .T5.3-5692 or a
member of their foursome.
Murray Country Club.
Any golfers not listed. who
Luncheon
Ann Uddberg will be chair- desire to play may come. at 9
man for the luncheon to be a.m.and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
served it 12 noon. Reserva9 a.m. - No. I tee tions should be made today.
Other hostesses will be Frances Hulse, Betty Jo
Mary Taylor, Linda Jones, Purdom, Venela Sexton, and
Cindy Howard, Debbie Bran- Mary Bogard; No. 4 tee --ch, Martha Green, Lynn Toni Hopson, Edith GarHouston, Frances Mataraz- rison, Jane' Fitch, and
zo, Emmy Edwards, Carol Cathryn Garrott; No.. 7 tee Waller, Ann Hoke, Cheryl Chris Graham, Rebecca IrCrouch, Charlene Clopton, van, Martha Sue Ryan, and
Ann Bloom, Jean Hurt,Ellen Rowena Culloin.
9:10 a.m. - No. 1 tee Jones, Janet Housden, and
Dorothy Fike, Jerelene
Mary Elizabeth Fulton.
Sullivan. Evelyn Jones,.and
Bridge
Bridge will be played at Pletty Lowry:. No.. 4 tee 9:30 a.m. with Mary Virginia Diane Villanova, Sandy Coleman, Madelyn Lamb. and
Hall as hostess.
Faira Alexander; No. 7 tee
Tennis
Tennis is scheduled at 9:30 - Exie Hill, Euldebe Robina.m., but the hostess is not son, Urbena Koenen, and
listed in the social calendar Peggy.Shoemaker.
9:20 a.m. - No. 1 tee of the club.
Margaret Shuffett, Thus Orrt
Golf
Golf play will start at 9 .and Anna Mary Adams; No.
a.m. with Sue Costello as 4 tee - Pant Mavity, Louise

Lamb, Elizabeth F.1'.isireser.
and Alice Purdwp
-; tee
- V. Seyerns, Mary I.;.a.ze,14.
Molly Booth, and Bart,arn
Malinauskas.
J,
9:30 a.m.- No. 1 t,•:,
Lamb, Barbara
•
Rainey Appersan •nr: .furty
Krouse.
9;40 a.m.
N.,
Lorraine Nlagg:+ ,
Watson. and Billie
9:50 a.m.
Leisa
Fa
,
Donelson,and Jo B. „
Winne:s
Winners of the 1..•?, .
golf play on
May 20, have beet! 0
ed by the golf host, ,
Garrison. as folk
Championship
Bogard and I, tan t.•
First flight •-- 11),,:- •
Second flight risen.
Third flight
Slusmeyer.
Fourth fligti!
C0110011.

Low putts -Hulse and Edith Ir

Louisville Orchestro—

Will Present Concert_ Wednesd
The Lillian Lowry FOCUS
Performing Arts Series of
Paducah Community College will conclude its season
with the Louisville Orchestra in concert on
Wednesday, May 27, at 8
p.m. in Paducah Tilghman
auditorium.
Peter Leonard will be the
conductor and Peter
McHugh, concert master of
the orchestra, will be the
featured
soloist in
Mendelssohn's "Violin Concerto in E Minor." Other
selections will include •'The
Merry Wives of "Windsor
Overture" by Nicolai and
"Symphony No. 7 in &Major" by Beethoven.
The appearance in
Paducah of the Louisville
Orchestra is made possible
in part through the financial
assistance of Citizens Fidelity Banks of Louisville and

• Padtitalr. Other sponsors of
the FOCUS Series include
the PJC-PCC Board of
Trustees, the .Sational Endowment for the Arts, and
the Kentucky Arts Commission. Tickets for the concert are
$10 per person and are
available at the. Citizens
Bank - locations, the PCC
Bookstore, the PCC Conirnunity Service,Office, or at
the door the evening of the
concert. Further information isavailable at 1-442-6131,
ext. 13.
Also the night of the concert, pre-season ticket sales
for the 1981-82 season will be
on sale. Events for the corning
season include Ruby Dee
and Ossie Davis on Sept. 2:6:
Norman Luboff Choir on

Nov 2& Doirilas
Jan. '25; Ferrant..
Teicher, a piano 0.4.
March 30; Actors Tti‘ari,
Louisville.
Regular season tickets v•-•!.•
be $15 per adult arid
student. Patron s, ii .01,
tickets will be $35 per
or $100 per family.
Will have reserved s. eat.•=foi,
all performances and v. HI as
included in the......
patrons' party.
The International
Cross was egtablishe
Geneva in 1864_
organization owes its t.
ding to the Swiss ba
Jean Henri Dunant, who
so moved by the sufferin:. i•
witnessed at the Battlt
Solferino in 1859 that he r•
ed the formation of a N. tiL
tary aid socikty.

THE ACES'`

IRA G. CORN,JR-. -

We think very few people sensible, except those
who are of our opinion." -La Rochefoucauld.

NORTH
5-25-A
•A Q 1095
•J 94
•7 4 2
+A K
WEST
•6 4
•Q 5 2
•10 8
•QJ10874

EAST
•K 7 3 2

R3Q.34`4
Many sensible players
+653
would agree that today's
SOUTH
declarer took a sensible line
•J 8
of play. A plan that offers at
•AK1087
least a 75 percent chance
•A 6 5 3
for success cannot be all
+92
bad. Nevertheless, there
was a better way to play the
Vulnerable: Both Dealer:
hand but it would take more South The biddingthan a casual study to find
South
West
North East
it.
111
Pass
1*
Pass
Dummy's club ace won 2*
Pass
Pass
3V
the first trick and the jack 4V—
Pass
Pass
Pass
of hearts was led for a losing finesse. A good look at
Opening lead: Club queen
dummy steered West to a
diamond shift (the ten) and dummy's good spades
declarer's ace was knocked
It's 0.K to take finesses,
out. The remaining trumps -but make sure they're really
were drawn and success the ones you need.
now rested with the spade
finesse. This lost also and
Bid with Corn
East cashed two diamonds
to beat the game by two.
South holds 5-25-B
Declarer was not as
A Q 1119 5
unlucky as it may appear.
•J 9 4
True, two finesses were
•7 4 2
wrong: hOwever, he was
•A K
lucky that West did not have
an attractive diamond lead.
Here's how declarer should North South
I.
have played the hand.
After thnning dummy's I NT
club king, the trump finesse
ANSWER: Three no
is refused and two high
trumps are cashed. Next the trump. Do not jump to three
spade finesse loses to East's spades because the jump
king and East has an easy rebid by responder is invitashift to diamonds. The tional and non-forcing.
spades come next and West
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
can ruff in whenever he PO
Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
pleases. He has no diamond with self.addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
to lead to East and declar
finds success by discardiit
his diamond losers on

Witti eoch Chipper you Save $1.1-;
2Pieces-ottistiti Mon.,Thrtk
creamy cole sic
Fri.
crisp french fries
2 Southern style hush puppres

Captain D's.
Murray Store Only

Nurse Mates
Shoes & Hose
One Rack Spring

Shirley Katt

Sportswear
/
1 2 Price
A Now Sop* of
Dols
By Pauline
753-0020
Waal Paul
Suite 203
5*& %low

'5°°

Any 41 oar* this sok.
layaway New - y arimtlay
Iii Christmas or wailsada

Off

4111
*errs, KY

111141114111114111141111114116.

THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE'
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY,KY.

MICHELSON JEWELERS

Ginn
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Editorial

Memorial Day,Time
To Remember...
Be Grateful
There are still Americans to
whom the name "Memorial
Day".may ring strange.
To them, the holiday was
long familiar as "Decoration
Day." It had been originally
observed as such every May
30 as a result of an order of
Gen. John J. Logan, commander of the Grand Army of
the Republic.
The origins were, however,
actually earlier. The occasion
had begun to be observed in
several Southern states even
before the end of the
hostilities. But three years
after the conclusion of the War
Between the States, it became
an occasion of national
togetherness for people still
nursing the long-to-heal
wounds of civil war.
Decoration Day was just
that — a day to decorate the
graves of loved ones lost in
battle — and of others, friends
and foe alike, who perhaps
had no one to mourn them.
The new designation of
Memorial Day was-first heard
in the 1880s, but old habits die
hard and it was not until well
into the 20th century that it
was universally accepted.
Today, Memorial Day

Memorial Day 1981
Sixty years ago, President Warren
G. Harding sent a personal note to
The American Legion describing his
thoughts on Memorial Day. We think
his sentiments are as valid today.as
they were in 1921.—The Editors.
"Memorial Day marks our recognition of those who, from our national
beginnings, have deserved the most
that the Nation could give of gratitude and appreciation. It reminds us
that in every generation, our valorous
'sons have well deserved the highest
tribute that a nation fortified, defended, preserved, could give to
them. Whenever the demand has
come, and wherever it may have
called the sons of our proud land,
it has always been answered. Though
we have never been a militant or warloving people, there has been no time
when Americans did not rise to the
full measure of the requirement
which national honor and national
safety imposed upon them. When national safety was the cause, the response was always insistent and decisive. When civilization summoned,
and our sons were called to other seas
and skies and soils, we saw the same
promptness, the same zeal, the same
devotion.
"On this Memorial Day of 1921,
we stand, I trust, very close to peace
achieved, to safety insured. May it
be our common aim and purpose
that, in the coming years, our Nation's aim and policy shall be directed to make certain that there
shall be least need for further sacrifices, greatest guarantee:, of the
stability, the permanence and the
inspiring character of those institutions of liberty to which our Nation
has been dedicated."
—WARREN G. HARDING

makes the tribute of
Americans not only to the
dead of their great civil struggle but of all wars — tribute by
immediate family, friends,
military, patriotic and civic
organizations.
But there is a very special
tribute paid by every person,
even those who give no heed to
the significance of the day.
It is the existence of a vital,
growing, busy people, taking
the first of their three gteat
summer holidays. It is the picnicking, the working in the
yard, the relaxing, long
weekend of a people greeting a
new summer with the diverse
energies and preferences that
characterize their approach to
the hard-working days of the
year.
It is for these things, this
life, this very existence, that
we are indebted to those who
have gone.
Somewhere along the way of
this holiday, find a quiet place
— a church, a corner of a field
where fence and woodland
join, a place in your heart —
and spend a moment in
remembering.
They would be pleased.

0

Looking Back

Reprinted from the May 1981
edition of The American Legion
magfizine.

10 Years Ago

Dr. Harry M. Sp.arks, president,
Murray State University, will be the
speaker at the annual Employer.
Employee banquet of the Murray
High Distributive Education Class on
May 26 at the Murray Woman's Club
House, according to Robert D.
Newcomb,DE coordinator.
Deaths reported include Vernon
Cunningham, 79, Henry H. Lovett, 88,
Pete Pogue, ,and Mrs.S. M.(Edna I
Ford.
Portia Cannon was crowned as Murray . High Senior High Music
Sweetheart and Lesa Robertson as
MH Junior High Music Sweetheart at
the annual banquet held at the school.
Attendants were Mary Winter, senior
high,and Karen Jones,junior high.

20 Years Ago

•

4

••

.1

Winners in the primary election on
May 23 include Charlie Lassiter as
state representative; Robert 0. Miller
as county judge; Douglas Shoemaker
as county court clerk; Woodrow
Rickman as sheriff; Charles E. Hale
as tax commissioner.
Elected as magistrates of the
various districts were Noel Warren,
New Concord, Clfde B. Hale, Liberty,
Noble Brandon, Hazel, Cecil Taylor,
Almo, Martin Young, Brinkley,
Thnjston Furches, Swann, and Cecil
Holland, Murray.
In the city of Murray, Holmes Ellis
was elected may,or; Maurice F.
Crass, Jr.; Prentice R. Lassiter, Joe
Dick, Haron B. West, Charles M.
Baker, and Jack Belote, Ward A,
Leonard Vaughn, James Rudy
Allbritten, Frank H. Lancaster, Roy
3()

Years Ago

Forty-three Murray High School
seniors received diplomas in commencement exercises last night, according to W. Z. Carter, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
The Kirksey High School ParentTeacher Association will sponsor an
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After 24 years on the Murray State
University faculty as director of
speech and as debate coach, J. Albert
Tracy will retire in June.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Carroll, May 20, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Bolton, May 20,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
York, May 21.
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Business Mirror

Saving Techniques

Heartline is a service for senior the poky and return it if you are not
NEW YORK ( API — Did you know
citizens. Its purpose is to answer ques- satisfied for any reason. Its a good that Thailand households in the 1970s
tions and solve problems. If you have idea to discuss this with your in- saved at a rate much higher than that
a question or a problem not answered surance agent before purchasing a of U.S. families? And that the Swiss
In these columns, write to Hem-Vine, policy
household savings rate more than
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
quadrupled that of Americans?
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
It's true. The Thai rate was 9.2 perreply, but you must include a selfcent, based on the amount of money
addressed, stamped envelope. The moos.
available to people for spending,
Ernest Hemingway, the world minus that spent on goods and sermost useful replies will be printed in
antis author, once received a letter vices. Switzerland's rate was 31.4, the
this column.
HEARTLINE: This is more or less n, rim a fan.saying. "I understand you U.S.just 6.8 percent.
charge one dollar per word. I am
C. Starks, Richard T. Tuck, and just a human interest question, but
The low U.S. savings rate, now
just out of curiousity, where do mosl t4T4c).Ile enclosing a dollar, and moth' under 5 percent, is the basis for the
Frank Ryan, Ward B,councilmen.
inn.;,!,
a sample.•
widely held thesis that U.S. producHundreds of Calloway County retirees live - in what states. I
the fan tivity gains are sluggish because savanswered
lemiogway
f
P.B.
citizens in Murray Precinct 3 lost
ANSWER: Nearly half 145%1 oi
ings are insufficient to finance more
their privilege to vote May 23 when
productive technology.
they were turned away from the polls retirees live in seven states CaliforInure
But does it indicate how much
at 5 p.m. even though some had been nia and New York (each with
(11no.
hoday is Monday, ,v.ay 25, the 145th households really are saving, and is it
standing in line for as much as an than 2 million), Florida, Illinois.
Pennsylvania and Texas reach with day of 1981. There are 220 days left in an indicator of household stress?
hour.
more than 1 million). Other states th- year
That's another matter, one you
Joyce Wells Morris, daughter of
having a high concentration, of
seldom see separated from the otherTo,lay's highlight in history:
Mrs. Fredna Morris, was named as
retirees are Arkansas. Iowa,
on May 25, 1961, President John wise doleful tale numbers tell.
winner of the scholarship to Murray
Missouri, South Dakota, Nebraska K-nnedy asked the nation to strive to
But, yes, Americans are saving,
State College by the Murray Lions
Rhode Island, Kansas, Ok tali,int!.
within
in some unusual ways. Sp
moon
the
albeit
to
Americans
Club. She is a senior at Murray High
Pennsylvania, Maine, Massachusetts, the hext decade. The first moon Ian- unusual, it seems, that they fall
School.
- -Ting waS
North-Dakota and-West V-irginie.
beyond the definitional boundaries set
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Alexander anDuring the 1970's, mOre retirees left
for measuring "household savings."
n. in this date:
nounce the engagement and ap- the state of New. York than any other
First, they save through their
In 1836. Representative John Quinproaching marriage of their state. The states that increased the
Adams spoke up against annexa- houses. Few families are unaware
daughter, Lorna, to Max Outland,son most in the number of retirees during tion of Texas, saying the move could that their houses are their banks.
of Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Outland.
the 70's were Alaska, Arizona, trigger a war with Mexico.
They have been using them that way
Florida, Hawaii, Nevada and New
In 1914, Britain's , House of Com- for several years, and now the pracMexico.
mons passed the Irish Home Rule Bill. tice is becoming institutionalized.
HEARTLINE: I live in an area
In 1955, at least 121 people were killAs equity in that bank rises so do
alumni banquet at the school on June where there is a high concentration of ed by tornadoes that swept through "savings," and those savings often
1 with Dr. Rainey T. Wells as speaker industry, and have been concerned
Kansas, Oklahoma, Teihs and are withdrawn to finance schooling,
and Buford Hurt, graduate of the about my drinking water for some Missouri.
pay for rainy days, acquire
class of 1935,as toastmaster.
time. I recently started buying bottled
And in 1979, the worst aviation acci- automobiles, or provide the kids with
The Sugar Creek Baptist church water for drinking and cooking pur- lent in U.S. history occurred when an down payments on houses.
will have a special youth meeting on poses. Is all bottled water free from American Airlines D-10 lost an
In effect, that's exactly what they
May 27 with Bill Smith as evangelist, pnyllutants? K.R.
engine and nose-dived into the ground once did with conventional savings at
according to the Rev. Tom Adams,
ANSWER: Many people are con- at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, killing conventional banks. Now those conpastor.
cerned about the quality of their all 272 people aboard.
ventional banks make it easier than
Nancy Ann Sammons left today for drinking water and are drinking bottlRichard ever to tap money by of equity loans
President
ago:
years
Ten
a visit with her sister, Mrs. Robert ed water. Not all bottled water is free
Nixon received a warm welcome on a or second mortgages.
Crenshaw of Atlanta, Ga.
from pollutants. For more informa- visit to Birmingham, Ala.
There's a price, of course, a very
The Calloway County Conservation tion, write to the Public Information
dear one, but many Americans are
State
of
Secretary
ago:
years
Five
Club will meet May 28, at the court Center(PM-215), Environmental ProHenry Kissinger said there were signs willing to pay the price. They have
house, according to Dr. Gerald Gor- tection Agency, Washington. DC
that Cuban military forces were being developed a- philosophy that says the
don,club president.
• 24060.
best way to save in these inflation afwithdrawn from Angola.
Showing at the 95 Drive In Theatre
HEARTLINE: I just purchased a
Defense flicted days is to borrow.
Israel's
ago:
year
One
Is"Twin Beds" starring George Brent Medicare supplement _ insurance Minister Ezer Weizman resigned
The thinking goes this way: Savings
and Joan Bennett.
policy. What can I do if after receiving _ ,from Prime Minister Menachem accounts have a tendency to shrink
the policy I am not satisfied with it? Begin's government.
from inflation. Even high interest
B.F.
Today's birthdays; Writer Herman rates sometimes cannot offset that
ANSWER: If you are not satisfied, Wouk is 64. Former White House because of high taxes. So, why have a
if you have simply changed your News Secretary Ronald Nessen is 47 savings account?
or
and
...Go ye into all the world,
you have a right, in some and Italy's communist Party chief
mind,
Instead, you save by borrowing.
preach the Gospel to every
states,to return the policy by certified Enrico Berlingtier is 59.
You take money that seems regularly
creature. Mark 16:15.
mail within 10 days to the company
Thaught Tor today: What sculpture to lose its value and buy objects that
Jesus' Great Commission is a for a full refund, including the enrollis to a block of marble,education is to seem .to hold or rise in value. More
challenge to all of us to live the ment fee. Some companies offer more the soul. — Joseph Addison, English than incidentally, you may enjoy the
than 10 days in which you may review statesman-writer (1672-1719).
Gospel every day.
object, which might be a second

New officers of the Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution are Mrs. John
Nance, Mrs. Leon Jones, Mrs. Ralph
Slow, Mrs. Leon Grogan, Mrs. Max
Hurt, Mrs. Price Doyle, Mrs. George
Hart, Mrs. Maurice Humphrey, Mrs.
C. W. Waldrop, and Mrs. Robert
Bucv.

Funny World

loam lit Ilistorv

Bible Thought

60.61,

By JOHN CUNNIFF

home, a rare print or perhaps a diamond.
You do get burdened with repaying
the loan, but you have some help. Internal Revenue Service regulations
see to that; you may split the interest
cost of those loans with Uncle Sam,
who tries to balance his books by taxing the interest of those who save conventionally.
And, of course, you repay with
cheaper dollars. Those with 25-year
mortgages know all about that. They
know, for example, that if inflation
continues they will be repaying
dollars with quarters. The resulting
savings aren't theoretical; they are
very real.
Yes, Americana are saving, but
their unconventional techniques don't
always show up in conventional
statistics. The official household savings rate does not accurately show
what Americans have been up to.
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor Are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
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In times of peace... in times of war... men and women of
the armed forces have stood ready to protect our ideals of
democracy. We will not forget thAiyrheroic deeds, for they
were done in the name of freedom. We cannot forgePtlieW
loyalty, for it gave their struggle meaning, and kept this
nation strong. And we must not forget them, for they gave
their lives so that this nation might live. On Memorial Day,
let's pay grateful tribute to those who lived; and died so
courageously for their country.

4•111111114

(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a
complete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any
of our war dead are not listed here, please call the
Ledger & Times and their names will appear on the
next Memorial Day along with the heroes listed
here.)
S.

,,*********.************.**..
World War I
Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur

******** yitt****************(
*

KQtean War
!tr.**
Bobby Gene Burchett
M. C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Billy Burkeen

.
* .•
** Vietnam War

-***************************0

James Scarborough
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James L. Futrell
Richard Glenn Willis

•

*********** **********************ik**

World War II
Albert Bradford Armstrong
Billy Ray Atkins
John Brent Bedwell
S. C. Byerly
Thomas P. Crawford
Codie Campbell
Alvin Calhoon
Parvin Cook
Coy H. Darnell
William H. Doran
Lewis Chester Dodds
Ruble Leo Dunn
Hugh Grey Erwin
Ordest Houston Erwin
Bailey Watson Dockery
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
William L. Edwards
Randall Griffin
Max R. Guthrie
Henry Clay Garland
Thies Max Grogan
Earl V. Grogan
Tommy Harris
Eugene D. Hutchens
Lilburn Van Huie
Carlis C. Hurt
Loyd G. Jodges
C. C. Hughes
Edward Hopper
Albert V. Hughes
Cody Jones
Herschell C. Johnson
Royce E. Jones
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Earl Knight
Troy Ivel Lewis

Joe L. Lyles
Lex Lilliard, Jr.
James Talmadge Lovett
Ellis Carteile Lassiter
Herman Maynard
Tom Moffitt
John Hugh Mason
Guy McDaniel
James F. McDougal
Newbern McCullar
Raymond McDaniel
William Thomas McCage
Gordon W.McCuiston
Preston Norman
Tom Olive
James Orville Osbron
James Knight Parker
James Ralph Pate
Daryl Parks
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr
Charlie T. Rowland
Keith Ross
Robert Lee Skinner
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Chester Emery Stafford
W. L. N. Simpson
Irl M. Smith
Hilton Stafford
David Ewing St. John
James Hafford Smith
Joseph Brown Wilson
Vernon Thompson
Leland W. Thompson
Edward West
Billy Ray Walston
Milburn Ray Wrye
Charlie Cooper

Let Us Remember
Them...Their Deeds...Their Courage.
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STRIDING INTO THE SHOT — Russ Edwards hits a forehand volley as he
and Robert Stout win their region
hampionship match over Jim Seaburv and Kevin Moran of Paducah Tilghman.
GOING OVER THE TOP — Starr Jones (above) and
Candy Jackson (below) return overheads in winning
the region doubles title.

Jackson, Edwards Advance To State With New Partners

Murray Sweeps Region Doubles Titles
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Jackson and Jones both
Sports Editor
admitted to being a little nerWhile getting there one vous about the prospect of
More time may have come defending the school's
somewhat casually for the doubles title but that it would
Murray girls doubles team, help if they faced the same
the boys team had to rally team Jackson and Kathy
from losing a tough first set Outland had defeated
'last
to win a tiebreaker in the se- year.
cond and coast in for their •..It is going to take
deterberth in the state tennis tour- mination," Jackson, who has
nament in Lexington next been to the state tournament
week:
the last five years,said.
Candy Jackson earned her
chance for a fourth straight
One of the two teams had
state doubles title as she and to break. in the boys match,
Starr Jones eased by the and it was not going to be
team of Micki Keling and Murray's Russ Edwards and
Suzie Wilkins from Lone Robert Stout as they fought
Oak,6-2,6-3.
off Jim Seabury and Kevin
"We just did not do very Moran of Paducah Tilghman
well today," Jones said for a 5-7,7-6,6-2 victory. .
about why the Lone Oak
The first set went to
even won as many as five Seabury and Moran when
games.
they broke serve in the final
Jackson and Jones could game of the first set, but Edafford a little letdown this wards and Stout clung dogpast week as the champion- gedly to trade games
ship match was the only one throughout the second.
in which they lost a game.
"Robert kept us in the
Looking ahead to the state match in the second set,"
tournament, Jackson said Edwards said. "He played
she thought that the team of real tough and helped me a
Barbara Miller and Gina lot. He was real aggressive
Pate Howard from Sacred with his net game and
Heart had the best chance of overheads."
being in the final for a return
"We tried to loosen up a litmatch.
tle more as the match pro-

gressed," Stout said. "They
were aggressive but we really went for it.
"We were not playing well
at the first, but they got
down mentally after we won
the tiebreaker. They had

wanted to go ahead and win
it then."
While Edwards is a senior
and Stout only a freshman,
both will be getting their
first shot at the state tournament.

Staff Photos 14 I).,'.id

Stout, who said he had ning for the team that will
spent the past year working likely have its work ahead
for the chance to be Ed- against the competition at
ward's doubles partner when the state.
Greg Morton did not return
"I Oink we can play betthis year, had one more war- ter," Stout said.

Ia
ANTICIPATING THE RETURN — Russ Edwards smashes a
two-handed backhand while Robert Stout gets set
for a possible return.

1.
1.

105
REASONS
TO INCLUDE US
IN YOUR FUTURES.

We help forecast your futures. At B.C. Christopher
we don't just report what comes off a newstape.
We're dealers in many of the cosh commodities we
trade. And therefore better informed on the latest
market developments and trends...information we
pass on to you.
We have your future at hand. Our home office is
Kansas City, and our specialist in western Kentucky, David Meredith, is located in Mayfield. Call
David at 502-247-1661 for the latest information
on profitable trading opportunities.

3
105

.One reason for each year we've traded commodities. Experience is our biggest commodity. In
fact, B.C. Christopher & Co. was founded in 1878
and that's 103 years of knowledge and.expertise
to draw upon.

Ma This Coupon Or Phone SO2 241-1661
Send me my free copy of Grain & Livestock Perspective.
Send me my free copy of S.C. Christopher I, Co. commodities
market letter.
Seed me more information on margins end commission
Name•
Firm.
Tale /()co/potion:
Address:'
City/Stet

•

Zip •

B.C. Christopher & Co.
313 N. 90o Mayfield, K. 41066

Fergus Wins Duel
With Renner Over
Final 10 Holes
DUBLIN, Ohio AP) —
Keith Fergus,one week after
a demoralizing experience,
has learned how to play the
last 10 holes of a PGA tournament.
It paid big dividends Sunday. He handled the
pressure of a head-to-head
contest with playing partner
Jack Renner for his first victory in 411 professional golf
seasons, a $63,00O payday in
the Memorial Tournament.
The 27-year-old Texan
played Muirfield Village's
last 10 holes in par. It helped
him to a 1-under-par 71, a 72hole total of 284 and a oneshot victor" over Renner.
Seven days earlier, Fergus
blew up in the Colonial National Invitation tournament. He was one shot off the
lead before double-bogeying
the ninth hole and playing
the last 10 in 9 over par. His
back nine of 42 gave him a tie
for 21st place.
"That will demoralize you
real quick," he said. "I was
so down. You're away from
you're family. You have all
the travel. You wonder
whether it's all worth it.
Then something like this
happens, and it's all worth
it."

The swirling, gusting
winds of Muirfield Village
took their toll Sunday. Only
three players among the
first 17 finishers could solve
par of 72. And Fuzzy Zoeller,
Fergus and Renner managed that feat by a single shot
with 71s.
Fergus assumed the sole
lead for good when Renner 3putted 14 for a bogey 5. Then
Fergus parred the last four
holes, climaxing his performance witlra 4 on 18 after a
shot from a fairway bunker
dropped 30 feet from the cup.
Renner was in the same
trap. He hit first and applied
the pressure by droppins. a
fouriron shot to within 40 fet
of the hole.
"It looked like h (Fergus)
was worse of than me,"
Renner said. "Quite frankly,
I thought he might make 6."
Fergus switched from a
seven iron to a six iron and
was forced to stand An a
rough 6 inches above the
ball, which was nestled close
to the lip of the bunker.
"I hit the best shot I could
hit," said Fergus. He then
twoputted from 30 feet to
push his lifetime earnings
past $418,000 and this year's
winnings to almost ;117,000.

DAVID BUCKINGHAM
FOR

DISTRICT JUDGE
David Buckingham Is:
* Assistant County Attorney in Calloway County
*Private practicing attorney
*Lifelong resident of Calloway County
*Graduate of Murray High School, Murray State University, and University of Louisville Law School
*Son of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Buckingham (BuckinghamRay); Grandson of Mrs. Louise Buckingham and Mr. Ray
Buckingham (deceased) (Buck's Body Shop), and Mr.
and Mrs. N.P. Hutson (deceased) (Hutson Chemical
Company)
*Member of Calloway, Kentucky, and American bar
Associations
.
p

*Member of Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys, and
listed in Who's Who in American Law

ELECT AN EXPERIENCED CRIMINAL
PROSECUTOR AS YOUR DISTRICT JUDGE
Paid for by Tim Miller, Treas. 821 N. 20th St., Murray, Ky. 42071
1
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Andretti Thinks It Should Have Been Speeding Ticket In Protest

Unser Takes Checkered Flag For Third Time

By BRUCE LOWM'
AP Sports Writer

forearm and was in serious
but stable condition.
Andrettl, whine red-raricV
blue Wildcat was less than
300 yards behind Unser's
blue-and-white Penske at the
finish, said Unser was more
than perfect "- he was illegal.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Bobby Unser grabbed a
checkered flag for the third
time in the Indianapolis 500.
Mario Andretti says Unser
should have received a traffic ticket instead.
Andretti and several other
Unser, at 47, became the
drivers,
including four-time
oldest man ever to win this
annual Memorial Day winner A.J. Foyt, filed a
weekend event. He more postrace petition (not an ofthan survived the most spec- ficial protest) with the race
tacularly accident-marred stewards, claiming Unser
race since the fatality- passed four'cars coming out
haunted 1973 running. He ran of the pits during a yellow
on Sunday what he said was caution flag, one of 11 which
as perfect a race as he has slowed the race considerably
for 69 of.the'90laps.
ever run her.
Driver Danny Ongais was If the stewards rule today
also a survivor- barely. He that Unser broke the rules,
was enveloped in a firestorm he could be penalized one full
of a crash against a wall at lap - which would drop him
the Indianapolis Motor into second 'place and give
Speedway, underwent Andretti his second Indy
surgery to repair a broken win. If the petition is reright leg and a broken left jected, the drivers can lay

out 8100 to file an official protest, which would likely be
ruled on today,too.
"I'd do the same thing if I
could get away with it," Andretti said of what he
perceived to be the tactic of
his former Penske teammate. And when asked what
he thought his chances were
of overturning Sunday's outcome, he replied caustically: "Knowing this joint nil!"
Unser was all smiles and
all denials as he fielded questions after the race."I didn't
pass anyone on the yellow,"
said this middle-aged hero of
Middle America.
Unser.offered the usual'
praises for his car and the
men who built, prepped, tuned and sponsored it. "It was
flawless. The car could have
run another thousand miles.
"I ran wide open during
the first part of the race, but
about halfway through I

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Unser, who also won this 2061ap
event in 1968and 1975,drove a blue and
white Penske PC-9B, owned and campaigned by Roger Penske, and beat
second-place Mario Andretti to the
finish line by nearly half a
straightaway on the 2%-mile oval.
Australian Vern Schuppan was
third, followed by a pair of rookies,
Kevin Cogan and another Australian,
Geoff Brabham.
Unser's victory was officially protested by Andretti, Gordon Johncock
and A.J. Foyt, claiming Unser passed
four cars during the yellow I caution)
light as he was coming out of the pit.
ADENAU, West Germany (API -

Major Leagues At A Glance
By The Aasodated Press
Detroit at Milwaukee, in)
AMERICAN LEAGUE '
Minnesota at Texas, (n)
EAST
Chicago at (akland, (n)
W L
Pet GB
Torcnto at California, (n)
Batitinore
34 14
632
Kansas Qty at Seethe, (n )
Cleveland
21 13
618 1
-New York
73 16
590
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Milwaukee
72 17
564 2%
EAST
•
Boston
22 18
550 3
W L
Pct. GB
Detroit
29 20
500 5 St. Louis
22 12 .647 Toronto
12 30
236 14 Philadelphia '
24 16 .600 1
WWI
hiontreal
21 18 .538 3'4
Oakland
2a 16 644
Pittsburgh
16 17 .485 5%
Chicago
22 15
595 3 New York
11 25 .306 12
Texas
72 16 .579
Chicago
8 28 .222 15
California
71 M
477 7%
WEST
Kansas Qty
11 22 .333 12 Los Angeles
30 12 .714 Seattle
13 27 .325 13% Cincinnati
23 18 .561
Minnesota
12 27
308 14 San Francisco
23 21 .523 8
Saturday's Games
Atlanta
19 20 .487 9%
Salon 8, Iiiihtaukee 1
Houston
20 22 .476 10
Baltimore 9, Detroit 2
San Diego
17 25 .405 13
Oaldand 3, Toronto 2, 15 innings
Satirday% Ganes
' New'York 3, Qeveland 2
las Angeles 9, Cincinnati 6, 10 innings
Kansas Qty 1, Minnesota 0, 15 InningS
Chicago 6, Montreal 4
Chicago 15, California 4
Philadeiptia 6, Pittsburgh 4
Texas 6, Seattle 4, 12 innings
Atlanta 7, San Diego 6, 11 innings
SNOW{ GUMS
St.Louis 11, New York 2
Detrxit 65, Baltimore 3-3
Houston S. San Francisco 3
Milwaukee 3-10, Boston 1-7, 1st game 14
Sunday's Games
innings
Cincinnati 34, Las Angeles 610
Cleveland 12, New Yost 5
Pittsburgh 7, ?Woodpile 1
Kansas City 6, Mtresota 4
San Diego 7, Atlanta 5
Oaldwid 64, Toronto 54, 1st gable 12 New Yet 3, SLLauis I, 10 innings
innings
Chicago 6, Montreal 2
Chicago 10, California 2
San Francisco 2, libation 1
Texas 5, Seattle 3
Monday's Games
Monday's Games
Philadelphia (Ruthven 6-1) at New
Detroit (Morris 5-3) at Milwaukee ( Au- York (Lynch 1-2)
gustine 1-0)
Pittsburgh (Rhodei 60) at Chicago
Chicago (Dotson 4-2) at Oaldand (Marti 3-2)
;McCatty 4-41
Ice Angeles (Hootan 60) at Atlanta
New York (Nelson 1-0) at Baltimore (Walk 1-3) (n)
Pakner 3-2), (n)
San Francisco (Ripley 4-3) at Cincinnati
Cleveland (Barker 3-2) at Boston (Pastore 1-2) In)
Crawford 0-3) (n)
- Stiouis (Sorensen 4-2) at Montreal
Minnesota (Williams 1-4) at Texas (Gulliclisco 14), (n)
Meckii 3-3), In)
San Diego (Mira 1-6) at Hcuston
Kansas CIty (Gura 4,3 and Beenguer 0- (Nide° 5-3), In)
1) at Seattle (Allard 1-1 and Gleaton 24),
lloesday's Games
!, (n)
Pittsbirgh at Chicago
Toronto (Todd 2-1) at California (Witt SLLouls at Montreal, (n)
1-4), (n)
Las Angeles at Atlanta, In)
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco at _Qcaizziall,-tirr."
Cleveland at Boston, (n)
-PillaclEtila at New York, (n)
New York at Baltimore, (flu
San Diego at Houston, In)

Bibby Gives Pirates Bonus With His Bat

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Pittsburgh Pirates
Swiss race car driver Herbert Mueller pay Jim Bibby to pitch,
and
died after his Porsche 908 crashed during a.race at the Nuernbergrmg track he has been doing that well
near here,authorities reported.
enough these days.
The 42-year-old Mueller's car
Sunday he gave them a
smashed into a pileup involving four
other cars about an hour after the race bonus with his bat.
began and exploded in flames, track
Bibby 'riot only combined
officials said.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. I AP ) - Bobby on an eight-hitter with Victor
Allison went from seventh place in the Cruz, but also smashed a
field and held off a challenge from
'two-run homer to lead the
Harry Gant to win the World 600 NASCAR Grand National stock car race by Pirates to a 7-1 victory over
eight seconds at Charlotte Motor the Philadelp
hia Phillies.
Speedway.
Phil Garner walked to
Allison, in a Buick, led 10 times for

Sports In Brief
AUTO RACING
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Bobby
Unser swept to his third Indianapolis
500 victory in a race marred by a fiery
crash in which Danny Ongais was suffered a compound fracture of his right
leg, a fractured left hip,chest injuries
and possible internal injuries. Ongais
underwent 3% hours of surgery and
was listed in serious but stable condition.
Unser, a 47-year-old veteran,
averaged 139.084 mph in setting the
slowest pace since Jim Ftathmann
went 138.767 in 1960. The victory made
Unser the oldest man ever to win the
Indy classic.

knew I had to haye a little
angular man from Albuquer- his crewmen with chain: plicably veered to the right the foam which cooled -luck running with me,too"-ase-,-N7M7,13ecarne-a-W1nffet pagne to ceTebfate
-Ta.third in the third turn and slamm- saved - them. None v,as
Unser got it with six laps re- for the
first time with a then- Indy victory (equalling the ed into the outer wall. In- seriously burned.
maining when Gordon record
speed of 152.882 miles number by his brother, Al,) stantly, tires were flying
Vern Schuppan finished
Johncock, the winner of the an hour. That's
compared to a typical midwestern shower every which way, metal was third,far better than the 18th
rain-abbreviated 1973 race the
139.084 he posted this - sudden and forceful - exploding all over the track and 21st place finishes he
and riding on Unser's tail, time (the
slowest Indy since swept across the 2',2 miles of and flames were enveloping posted in his previous ta u
dropped out with engine pro- 1960) when
he and the rest of asphalt.
races here. Two rookies,
what was left of the car. •
blerns. Johncock, who joined the survivors
had to cruise at
It brought with itthe fresh,
He lay motionless while Kevin Cogan and Geoff
Andretti in the protest over a snail-like
80 mph for lap clean smell of life and wash- rescuers frantically put out Brabham, were next. Unser's victory,finished nin- after lap
behind the pace car ed away the skid marks, the the fire, then was loaded into
Another rookie, Jose:e
th.
under yellow flags.
flame-retarding foam, the an ambulance and taken Garza, the first Mexicali
Unser also won in 1975, slick layer of burned-out first to the track hospital and ever to qualify for this anUnser's margin of victory
methanol, but not the sight of then to the special burn unit nual American classic, had a
might have been wider had when rain cut the race to 174
the
flames which engulfed in Methodist Hospital where shot at winning. Midway in
laps.
Johnny
Rutherfor
d was
he been in better contact
Ongais'
car and sent fellow a spokesman said Ongais did the race he'd twice held the
the
runnerup
then.
On
Sunwith the men in the pits. He
driver
Rick Mears and not suffer serious burns lead. But Garza, the fastest
day
he was the defending
had to rely on one man with a
several
of the 10 rookies in the field,
of
Mears' crewmen despite the fire.
champion
and
the
second
signboard. "The minute the
was thrown into the.wall in
of the 18 dropouts. Ws bright to the hospita . ,
engine 'started, ;Mk
'Atammate,A
the
third turn during the
yellow
Chaparra
l was Ongais, a pedal-to-the- and his crewmen also were
went out," Unser said of the
139th lap when the suspenkayoed
after
just
25
laps
metal
former
drag-racing
thousands of dollars worth of
fortunate in that regard. His.
communications equipment when a $5.50 belt, which champion whose best car caught fire in the pits sion broke down. Unlike
which was supposed to drove the fuel and oil pumps, previous finish in four during refueling: Spectators, Ongais, Garza emerged
previous Indys was fourth race officials and other pit unscathed from his brush
enable him to talk freely gave way.
with the outer wall, as did
with his aides. "After that it
Barely half an hour after two years ago and was members scattered when the
Gordon Smiley, Don Whit
among
leaders
inthe
the
64th
invisible flames mushroomwas back to -'68, reading the Unser had showered
tington and rookie. Pole
blackboard."
himself, his wife, Marcia, lap, crashed when his ed. Crewmen danced franmachine
suddenly and inex- tically, burning within the Halsmer in separate a,
In 1968, his sixth Indy, the car owner Roger Penske and
cidents.

140 laps in capturing his second World
600 title, and averaged 129.326 miles
per hour.
Cale Yarborough, in a Buick, was in
third place, two laps behind Gant's
Pontiac.
TENNIS
By H. N1SSENSON
ROME AP I - Jose-Luis Clerc of
Argentina beat Victor Pecci of
AP Sports Writer
Paraguay 6-3, 6-4, 6-0 to win the
Martinez
and Stanley were
2200,000 Italian Open men's tennis
double losers Sunday, but
tournament.
BERLIN (AP)- Czechoslovakia's
while the Baltimore Orioles
Regina Marsikova trounced Argenhad Dennis and Tippy Martina's Ivanna Madruga 6-2, 6-1 to in
the $100,000 Berlin Grand Prix tinez to share the setbacks,
women's tennis tournament.
Bob Stanley of the Boston
MUNICH, West Germany I AP Red Sox had to suffer alone.
Sunday's final match in the Bavarian
international tennis tournament
The Orioles dropped a twin
between Christophe Roger-Vassehn of
bill to the -Detroit Tigers,
France and Chris Lewis of New
Zealand was postponed until today
who beat starter D.Martinez
because of heavy ram, officials an8-2
in the opener and reliever
nounced.
T.Martinez 5-3 in the
GOLF
DUBLIN,Ohio(
!Leith Fergus nightcap. Meanwhile, the
shot a final-round 71 to record the first
Red Sox and Stanley were
victory of his live-year career, a onestroke triumph in the prestigious
Memorial tournament.
Fergus finished with a 284 total, four
strokes under par on the 7,116-yard
Muirfield Village Golf Club course.
Jack Renner took second with a 71
and a 285 total. Tom Watson, George
Archer, Craig Stadler and Tom Purtzer tied for third at 287. Purtzer matIn four T-Ball games
ched par 72. Archer and Stadler had
Saturday, the Red Sox and
75s, and Watson struggled to a 74.
CORNING,N.Y. AP)-Kathy Hite Abe Cardinals each won a
won her first Ladies Professional Golf pair.
Association tournament, overtaking
The Red Sox defeated the
Patty Sheehan with a birdie on the 17th
hole to win the $125,000 Corning Blue Jays, 32-16, and the
Classic.
Hite, who shot a final-round par-72, Giants, 30-18, while the Carfinished with a 72-hole total of 6-under- dinals beat the Yankees, 39par 282, one stroke better than JoAnne 22,and the
Phillies, 39-16.
C.arner, who had a final round of 5In the Cardinals' win over
under-par 67.
Sheehan faded to a tie with Nancy the Yankees, Rick Nute had
Lopez-Melton at 3-under 285.
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (API four home runs while Jason
- Filipino Mario Siodina shot a 1- Carroll had a home run and a
under-par 71 to edge countryman triple. Nute
and Carroll each
Eleutrio Nivel by two strokes and win
the Dunlop Masters golf champion- had a home run in the win
ship.
over the Phillies.
Siodina finished with a fourday total
Ashley Haak led the Red
of 286 •

open the Pittsburgn fifth and
stole second, one of five
Pirate steals in the game.
When Bibby stepped to the
plate with two out,
Philadelphia catcher Bob
Boone cautioned righthander Marty Bystrom that
the Pirate pitcher was no
soft touch. Bystrom's first
pitch was a curve that wound
up in the left field seats in
Three Rivers Stadium.
Elsewhere in the National
League, Chicago beat Mon-

treal 6-2; flew York stopped
St. Louis 3-1 in 10 innings;
San Diego defeated Atlanta
7-5; Cincinnati beat Los
Angeles 3-2 in the first game
of a doubleheader before losing the second game 10-3,
and San Francisco nipped
Houston 2-1.
The Phillies had taken a 10 lead in the third on an RBI
double by Pete Rose, but
that was soon wiped out with
one swing of Bibby's bat.
The Pirates added five runs

‘1111

NI Roundup
in the eighth on an RBI
single by Dale Berra, a tworun single by Omar Moreno
and a two-run double by Bill
Madlock.
Bibby, 3-2, was coming off
a victory over Atlanta in
which he allowed a leadoff
single and' then retired 27
straight batters. He retired
the first five Phillies idorder

Sunday, before hitting Gam
Maddox with a pitch, and his
string of 32 consecutive batters retired was six short at
the Pirate record held
Harvey Haddix.
Cubs 6, Expos 2
Bill Buckner drove in
three runs with a double and
a triple before leaving the
game with a pul!• hamstring as Chic.•
defeated Montreal and 1.vce,
two games in a row for the
first time this season.

swept by the Milwaukee
Brewers, 2-1 in 14 innings
and 10-7.
Elsewhere
in
the
American League, the
Oakland A's took a pair from
the Toronto Blue Jays 6-5 in
12 innings and 5-0, the
Chicago White Sox clobbered
the California Angels 10-2,
the Cleveland Indians
thrashed the New York
Yankees 12-5, the Kansas City Royals downed the Minnesota Twins 6-4 and the
Texas Rangers defeated the

Red Sox, Cardinals Win
Two Games In T-Ball
Sox as he had two homers,
including a grandslam, in
the first game and a home
run and two triples in the second.
Another hitting standout
was Scott Downey, who had
two homers for the Phillies.

•

AL Roundup
Seattle Mariners 5-3.
Steve Kemp and Lance
Parrish did most of the slugging as the Tigers cooled off
Baltimore. Kemp drove in
four runs in the opener, two
with his--fourth homer, while
Parrish hit his fifth and sixth
homers in the nightcap, a
solo shot in the fourth inning
and a tie-breaking tW5-run
blast in the eighth.

"Our hitters came back
An error by Boston she,...
and got our bullpen off the stop Dave Stapleton
hook in the second game," Charlie Moore's groun,:
Manager Buck Rodgers said started the Brewers'
rail'
of the nightca'p. "Our. Robin Yount's pinch sing!
,
bullpen has done a super job, delivered the tying run
an,
but they can't do it all the Roy Howell doubled horn
time. To lose a 6-1 lead and the winner before
Cooper
come back and win makes it homered for some
in
doubly big."
surance.

Giants Win Pair Braver
Win One In Babe Ruth

The Giants won a pair ot
In the GlatItS :wcond wit
games and the Braves won 15-10 over the Dodgers.
Brewers 2-10, Red Sox 1-7 one in the Junior Babe Ruth my
Brannon pitched a tw4,
Cecil Cooper's two-run League Saturday.
hitter and had six strikeout
homer capped a four-run
Brannon Also had three hi
Milwaukee counter-rally in
The Giants defeated the' "-while Downey and Ste'%
the bottom of the eighth inn- Indians, 8-5, as Kris Starks Malone
each had two hits
ing of the nightcap after the fired a one-hitter and had
Wade Smith had a tripk
Red Sox scored six runs in five strikeouts. Jeff Downey for the
Dodgers.
their hall to take a 7-6 lead. had three hits and two runs
In the Braves' 6-3 s a
The Brewers took the first batted in and Tom Schwett- the
Tigers„linnny
game on Ted Simmons' man had two RBI.
the winning pitcher whti,
sacrifice fly in the 14th inn-. Rusty Wright had the David
McCuiston and Mit.
ing, snapping the Red Sox' Giants' only hit, a double, Grogan
each two runs batter
six-game winning streak.
and two RBI.

If You Want To Vote For
MARK BLANKENSHIP
For County Attorney And
Are Fearful Because Of
His Opponent's Cry Of
Lack Of Experience
1. Mark Blankenship is not a novice. He- has already had
more court experience than Max-Parker has ever dreamed of.
2. Mark Blankenship has 75 years of experience at his
elbow. John Gregory with 25 years and Nat Ryan Hughes with
50 years (12 years of actual county attorney and city
prosecutor "know-how"). Max Parker cannot touch this. He
has no expertise to compare with that offered by Mark
Blankenship's associates. We won't let him down and Mark
won't let you, the voters, down.
3. Rest assured that if you support Mark Blankenship, his
associates will not be permitted nor will they attempt to practice criminal law or to prejudice in anywise the rights and
obligations of his office.

Community Development Block Grant, 1979 $996,910 Community Development Block Grant,
1981 - $500,000 UDAG Grant, 1980 - $400,000
Downtown Redevelopment Grant, 1981 $500,000.

RGENT AND ASS0CiA7ESAUF421 AY K v.

AVIS AND

s

Stanley, Two Martinez Pitchers Swept

HEAR THIS!!
THIS PROJECT IS BEING CARRIED
CC
WITH THE FINANCIAL AID FRONT*
DEVELOPMENT ACTION MITS.
.OF HOUSX &
DEVECIOR

''

W1WAYS

ENTONKY

P
S AND ENGINEI
- "We

Mass Transit Grant, 1981-520,000
Ambulance Grant, 1980-S14,000
Area Development Grant, 1980-565,000
Blood Abatement Grant, 1978-5300,000
Law Enforcement Grant, 1980-S20,000
Energy Contingency Plan Grant, 1981-S16,000
KLEPP Police Supplement, 1978-79-80-81-S1S0,000

VOTE MARK BLANKENSHIP FOR
COUNTY ATTORNEY
AND BE SURE!
Nat

Over $3,000,000 in grant money
for local use in three
years why take a chance?

I

FORA RIDE TO THE POLLS CALL 753-2633

Ryan Hughes
and
John A. Gregory, Jr.

Paid for by Nat Ryon Hughes and John A Gregory Jr

X;.
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Government Local Election...
To Discuss
Benefits

Deaths and Funerals
Terry L. Ray Is
Mrs. McReynolds's
Dead At Age Of 68; Rites Held Sunday
Services Are Today Final rites for Mrs. Lois
Terry L. Ray of 701 North
18th Street, Murray, died
Saturday at 5;45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 68 years of
age.
Mr. Ray, a retired
employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Cornpany, was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
where he‘erved as a deacon,
a member of the Adult Men's
Sunday School Class, and as
a member of the building
committee.
Born Juno...28, 1912, in
he w the
son of the late Bun Ray and
Minnie Mott Ray.
The Murray man is survived by his wife, Mrs. Lorene
Wells Ray, to whom he was
married on Aug. 17, 1935;
two sons, Dr. Gene W. Ray
and his wife, Paula, San
Diego. Cal., and Bobby Ray,
Louisville; one brother, Buel
Ray, Benton Route 7; five
grandchildren — Jennifer
and Julie Ray, Louisville,
and Dan. Cathy, and Nancy
Dickerson,San Diego, Cal.
The funeral will be held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Gerald Owen ofriciating, Gus Robertson,
Jr.. as soloist. and Richard
Jones as organist.
Active pallbearers will be
Tom Wells,• Harry Ray,
Charles Ray. Glen Beach,
Gerald Coles. and Arlie
Ross. Serving as am
honorary group will be
deacons and members of the
Adult Men's Sunday School
Class of the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.

Funeral Is Today
At Church For
Caleb N. Parks
Funeral services for Caleb
Parks, former resident of
'Calloway County, were held
today at 11 a.m. ,at the
I3eechmont Baptist Church,
Louisville. Burial was in the
Bethany Cemetery there.
Mr. Parks, 74, died Friday
morning while enroute to
work'.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruth Rogers Parks;
three daughters — Mrs. Norma Turnbow, Mrs. Clara
Barnett, and Mrs. Rita
Moore, Louisville; one son,
Jimmy Parks, Charlotte, N.
c.; four sisters — Mrs.
Madison Jones, Mrs. Lloyd
Wilkerson, and Mrs. Carnell
all of Murray, and
Mrs. Raymond Outland,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; two
brothers, Edgar Purdom
Parks and David Rudell
Parks, Murray; several
grandchildren including
Turnbow and wife,
(yrithia. Murray, and
several great grandchildren
including Seth and Ann
Elizabeth Turnbow of •Murray
.

Key McReynolds, widow of
Novel McReynolds, were
held Sunday at 2 p.m at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
officiatins and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Pallbearers were Robert
Waters, Bobby Gene
Cochran, Jimmy Dale
Cochran, Junior Ahart, Max
Smotherman, and Dennis
Jones, all nephews. Burial
was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. N1cReynolds,77, died
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Methodist liospitalf- -Oak
Ridge,Tenn.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Joe ( Wanda)
Cable, 1016 West Outer
Drive, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
three sisters — Mrs. Madie
Waters, Murray Route 4,
Mrs. Jennie Wilson, Murra,
and Mrs. Maurine Marine,
Detroit, Mich.; sister-in-law,
Mrs. Harry Key, Murray;
six grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.

Mrs. Hendon Dies
With Rites Today
Mrs. Charles Luther i Verba ) Hendon died Friday at 2
p.m. in Cincinnati, Ohio. She
was 7:: years of age. •
Survivors include her husband. three sisters— Mrs. J.
B. Black, Ocala, Fla., Mrs.
Lewis Beaman, Houston.
Texas, and Mrs. Rema
Harper,San Antonio, Texas;
two brothers, T. P. Ray and
E. 0. Ray, Sedalia; several
nieces and nephews. •
The funeral was held today
at 10:30 a.m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev.
Harry Nall officiating.
Burial was in the Goshen
Cemetery at Stella in
Calloway County.

SPEAKS TO CLASSES — Keith Hays, personnel
manager at Fisher Price Toys, spoke to the senior
classes of agriculture IV and horticulture II at Calloway
County High School. Hays, shown with Charlie Wad:
dell (left) and Gina Bynum, discussed job intetviews
and employment appLice-tis.

George Jesse!
Dies At Age 83
Cowan said Jessel had not
been ill recently, although
four or five weeks ago he
"took a slight fall" at his
home in Reseda, Calif.
Funeral services were
pending for the comedian,
who was survived by two
daughters.
Jessel grew to professional
maturity as a comic, singer
and actor in the era of such
popular entertainers as Al
Jolson and Eddie Cantor. He
made his name on Broadway
and later performed on radio
and in movies and television.
The public came to know
him for his seemingly
endless travels to address
fund-raising dinners of every
description and the
headlines he made as a
suitor to a succession of
starlets.
The first activity earned
him the unofficial title of
general,
toastmaster
bestowed at a Washington
Dinner in 1949 by former
President Harry S. Truman.
Jessel worked hard to keep
the title, speaking in as
many as 90 cities in 100 days.
His thousands of speeches
helped to raise millions of
dollars for organizations
ranging from the United
Jewish Appeal to a women's
terest.
The environmental argu- sewing circle in Milford,
ment about oil-shale Conn.
Jessel's three marriages
development has heightened
in the state since Phillips ended in divorce. He was
Petroleum Co. began pur- married to singer Florence
chasing oil-shale rights last Courtney; actress Norma
Talmadge, and a 16-year-old
winter.
Bob Wallace,a Phillips ex- showgirl, Lois Andrews.
Though he spent later
ecutive vice president, said
two months ago that the years living in Los Angeles
company believes it can suburbs, his career was
solve environmental pro- formed in New York, where
blerns. He said the company he was born on April 3, 1898.
wants to build a commercial Jessel's voice never lost the
plant that would produce accent and hard edge that
50,000 barrels of oil a day identified him as a New
from oil shale within 10 Yorker.
By 1918 Jessel was a star
years.
Markey said that the en- comedian with the Shubert
and Gaities.
vironmental
problems In 1925 he starred in a
technological
probably delay serious play on Broadway,
would
oilshale development in Ken- "The Jazz Singer." But
tucky until the turn of the Jessel missed becoming the
first star of talking pictures
century.
He said that a plant pro- when his contract with
ducing 50,000 barrels of syn- Warner Brothers Pictures
thetic oil would require oil- dissolved in bickering. His
shale mining at a rate 160,000 colleague, Al Jolson, stepped
in to make the film.
to 180,000 tons a day.
MarKey said that pyrite In 1944, he became a movie
and other materials found in producer, turning out such
as
Eastern oil Shale would money-makers
make water used in extrac- "Nightmare Alley" and
ting oil highly acidic. He said "When My Baby Smiles at
the water also would have Me."
traces of toxic heavy metals. In 1963 at age 65, Jessel adThe sulfur content of mitted he was the father of a
Eastern shale would result daughter born to a 29-yearin sulfurdioxide problems old actress Joan Tyler. When
when the oil shale is heated a paternity suit was filed, he
during the oilextraction pro- remarked: "At my time of
life this is a compliment."
cess,said Markey.

LOS ANGEIFS (API —
Entertainer George Jessel,
whose show business career
spanned more than seven
decades and who became
known as the "toastmaster
general of the USA" on the
dinner circuit, has died at
age 83, a hospital reported.
The popular comedian
died of cardio-pulmonary arrest at,8:54 p.m. PDT Sunday in the UCLA Medical
Center where he was admitted several days ago, said
hospital spokeswoman Jane
Marks.
Stanley; Cowan, Jessel's
loqgtime publicist, said the
actor, author, producer,
comedian and composer was
admitted to the hospital last
week for "a few days of
medical tests."
Cowan said a nurse found
Jessel in a coma Sunday
night, and he was was put into the intensive care unit,
where he suffered the fatal
heart attack a short time
later.

Environmentalist
Talks At Symposium
LEXINGTON,Ky. I AP) —
Reclamation, waterpollution and air-pollution
problems from coal mining
in Kentucky "pale into insignificance— compared to
those oil-shale development
would bring, says an environmental lobbyist from
Denver.
The technology does not
exist to deal with the problems, said Kevin Markey,a
lobbyist for the San
Francisco-based Friends of
the Earth and a member of
the U.S. Interior Department's oil-shale advisory
panel.
He said synthetic-fuel and
oil-shale research is "a
wasted effort, an effort that
could much better be spent
on other types of research."
Markey spoken Saturday
at a synthetic-fuels sym-posium at Shakertown,sponsored by Appalachian
Science in the Public In-

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

"Continuous Family Service Since 1886"

95 Years 01 Service
J.H. Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson,
Tommy Walker have provided a total of 95 years of
family service. This allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
time of need.

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

Towiney Welkor-Owner

API — The
WASHINGTON
Reagan administration,in an attempt
to make its Social Security plan "a lot
more attractive," is willing to discuss
phasing in reduced benefits for early
retirees and other compromises during a meeting this week with House
Democratic leaders.
"Maybe we can phase it in, ... we're
not against that," Health and Human
Services Secretary Richard S.
Schweiker said Sunday on NBC's
"Meet the Press." "Some of these
changes may have to be phased in."
He said House leaders, including
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., DMass., have-agreed to meet with him
to discuss a "bipartisanisolutiaff to
make the proposed Social Security
reductions palatable to Congress.
"No one has yet committed
therriselves to what kind of approach
that might be, but we are going to hold
a meeting, hopefully Thursday or Friday of this week,to see if we can work
out a bipartisan approach,"
Schweiker said.
He gave no indication of what type
of delay the administration might
agree to on the early-retirement question.

(Continued From Page I)
Christopher of Murray and former
assistant commonwealth's attorney
Michael D. Ward of Benton.
Nineteen persons are in the race for
the 12 positions on the Murray City
Council. Two of the 19 are
Republicans.
Council incumbents who have filed
are Loya B. Arnold, Mac Fitts,
William R. Furches, Ruby Hale,
Howard Koenen, C. C. Lowry, J. Hardiman Nix and Steve Sammons.
Former councilmen in the race are
Billy J. Salentine and John Ed Scott,
who also served as mayor from 1974 to
1977.
Newcomers vying for the posts are
Robert Downs, Keith Hays, David
Hill, Art Jewell, Ralph McCuiston, L.
D. Miller and Gary Rowland.
Voters in the Murray precincts can
vote for up to 12 candidates in the
council race.
Two Republicans, Jan Heller and
Tommy Sanders, will face the 12
Democratic council primary winners
on the November General Election
ballot.
The four magisterial positions are
being sought by 19 candidates. Six
persons are running in District 1, four
in District 2, three in District 3, and
six in District 4.
Tommy Bogard, present District 1
magistrate, is being opposed for reelection by Willis Odell Colson, Clyde
B. Hale, James R. Hornbuckle, Roger

Memorial Day...
(Continued From Page 11
permission to eat."He said 'After you
eat go back to the front, they need
you,'"Pall said.
He said he also saw Patton "on the
lead tank attacking the town."
After his discharge, Pall worked 25
years with the Ford Motor Company
in Cleveland and lived in Ohio and
New Mexico before moving to
Calloway County two years ago. His
house on Maplewood Drive off KY 94
East is easily identified by the 25-foot
flagpole which bears the flags of the
United States and the Commonwealth
of Kentucky. He said the Kentucky
flag used to wave over the state
capitol and was sent to him by U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard.
"I know people in Mayfield, Benton
and Murray," Pall said. "When I lived in Ohio, I didn't even know people
who lived down the street."

He said he has been impressed with
the patriotism and the generosity
shown him by the people of Murray
and Calloway County during
roadblocks to collect money for his
organization.
He noted the unemployment in the
area and wondered,"How can we get
any money from people who are not
working? They just reach into their
hearts."
"I see
more flags flying in this town on any
day than in any big northern city on a
holiday," he remarked.
Pall also asked all veterans of the
Korean and Vietnam wars to join the
Disabled
American
Veterans,
Veterans of Foreign Wars and the
American Legion in Murray because
the memberships in these organizations are WW I and WW II vets. "We
want to carry on the tradition," he
said."We're all getting old."

D. Hudson and L. W."Dub" Lyons.
In District 2, incumbent Gil Hopson
is opposed by Ralph Durwood Lovett,
Woodrow Rickman and Louie B.
Valentine.
Ralph Bogard and Paul W. Redden
are facing incumbent Billy Erwin for
magistrate of District 3.
The magisterial post of District 4,
now represented by Bazzell, is being
contested by Charles Coleman, T. L.
Eckerdt, Jim D. Irby, Dan Miller,
Jamie Potts and J. H. "Josh" Tabers
Sr.
The polls will open at 6 a.m. Tuesday and will close at 6 p.m. Anyone in
line to vote at 6 p.m. will be allowed to
vote, up to 7 p.m.
A member of the Calloway County
Election Commission has issued a
reminder to candidates that, according to state law, no voter solicitation
is permitted within 300 feet of a polliace.

Kentucky...
(Continued From Page I)
A former senator, John Lackey of
Richmond,is trying to oust incumbent
Democrat Robert Martin, a former
Eastern Kentucky University president,in that primary.
John Swinford of Cynthiana, a
former-House majority leader, has
challenged Sen. Ed Ford of Cynthiana
in the Democratic primary.
Sen. Nelson Allen of Ashland has
drawn two opponents in the
Democratic primary: former state
Young Democrats chairman Mickey
McGuire of Grayson and retired circuit judge John Breslin of Maysville.
Allen's espousal of professional
negotiations seems to be the main
issue.
In the House, two Democratic
liberals have become targets in their
re-nomination efforts.
Rep. Joe Barrows of Versailles has
drawn three foes and Rep. Harry
Moberly of Richmond must face two
opponents.
Republican Elmer Patrick of
Williamsburg, one of the more colorful House members, has three opponents in his primary.
At Louisville, the Rev. Tom Riner is
trying to succeed his wife, Claudia
Riner. Both have been in the forefront
of the Christian fundamentalist movement in Kentucky.

Look Fo
The Prices
liOn "Bedding"
"Lamps"
and
"Furniture"
Displaying
The
'Big Re
Ta .

1979 Cutlass Supreme
2 door, green, light green vinyl roof, power steering,
power brakes, air condition, 32xxx miles, power. windows, cruise, rally wheels, sport stripes.

$5977.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

Farnitero will ho closed all day Mon. mid less.
be first to got to Wiggins Fandasra, Nighway 641
ed. at 8:30 a.m. May k7. Como so* cow says

753.2411
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* At The Movies 11
(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER
When I sat down with my
popcorn and Sprite, I saw
that the audience for The
Legend of the Lone Ranger
was kids, kids' parents, and
a few nostalgia buffs. But
mostly kids. So I tried to see
the movie through their eyes
and my eyes at the same

A Hearty Hi Ho Kids' Movie! I

time.
First, let's get a few small
disappointments out of the
way. None of us, neither the
kids nor I, needed the Lone
Ranger's love affair, brief as
it is. I suppose we could have
put up with a peck on the
lips, but we don't like to see

our heroes moving their lip and we hadn't seen a trace of bullets splash, Peckinpah since I've seen such a crowd
muscles while they're kiss- a mask.
style, into a few torsos. And at the Cheri on Sunday afterBut these are minor mat- there is a some unfunny noon.
ing.
ters, barely noticeable ac- satire on easy targets like
Rated PG due to a few
The movie is also a bit too tually. Over-all, the movie is Buffalo
Bill. When Presi- four-letter words, including
long in getting to the fully- first-rate entertainment for dent
Grant asks Buffalo Bill the street words for urinaoutfitted Lone Ranger. We kids. Though I suppose some what
happened to all the buf- tion and gluteus maximus.
were getting a little fidgety adults might be bothered by falo he had
seen on a The bullets make blood and
when 55 minutes had passed the Western cliches, they Western trip
three years holes.
didn't bother us at all. After previously, Buffalo ' Bill
all, there hasn't been a smiles broadly and says, "I
Western series on T.V. for a shot'em.") And of course InOPEN SESAME
number of years, and the oc- dians are treated with the LANGHORNE, Pa. iAPi
casional Western movie respect usually given to — Sesame Place has opened
DRAPERIES
made nowadays avoids older furry little animals in for the 1981 season.
May 26-27.28
movie cliches for more re- children's books. I If you
CLEANED Et
A new concept in family
cent ones (slow motion remember, traditional entertainment, Sesame
HOUR
deaths, for instance). As a Westerns are ambivalent Place combines science exLINED
Per
DRY
45
result, we enjoyed watching about the Indians. In some hibits, 60 educational cornPleat
UNLINED 35 it
a mean cowboy shot off a Westerns we were encourag- puter games, 40.outdoor play
rocky pinnacle and mean ed to . ,exterminate ther.inents and 24 do-itFREE INSURED STORAGE
kN;t+Al. ,r1UPPIN
In I
Pay regular cleaning price
cowboys' guns sht out of brudes; in others we were yourself exhibits.
Phew, 753-9525
when you pick it up this fall.
their hands by the Lone fed the most sentimental The park, near the Oxford
Ranger speedinb by on a kind of noble savage mush. Valley Mall north of
galloping horse. Everything The Lone Ra'nger is heavy on Philadelphia, stays open unis pleasantly predictable, noble savage mush.)
til late fall. It is a joint venLaundered and pressed
right down to the awful con- I really don't know why ture of the Children's Televi29
5/
to perfection
sequences of saying things Hollywood doesn't make sion Workshop, producer of
folded or on hangers
prices good at week!
like "If I don't get out of this more movies like The Lone "Sesame Street,- and Busch
QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE:
alive, take care of my kid." I Ranger. It's been awhile Entertainment Corp.
suspect that few of us had
ever seen a concluding seRESIDENT:
quence of quick dissolves of
bits of the movie, accompanied by stirring theme
A resident of Calloway County since 1948.
music, despite the one-time
popularity of the technique.
Enter the Johns Hopkins
$10,000
There were moments that
SCHOOL:
First National Search for
GRAND Personal
stirred our little hearts so
Computing to Aid
PRIZE'
much that we cheered,
The Handicapped
Was graduated from high school and college in Calloway County.
laughed, clapped. When the
Johns Hopkins University is conducting a nationwide
search for ideas and inventions tr rough which
Lone Ranger finally donned
personal computing may aid the handicapped This
his mask and mounted Silsearch Is funded by grants from The National Science
TEACHER:
Foundation and Radio Shack. Information is available
ver, that great silver
from your nearby Radio Shack. Hurry —deadline is
6/30/S1.
stallion, the orchestra
Taught at University of Kentucky while attending law school.
started up the William Tell
Overture,and I could almost
hear the sound of little
VETERAN:
shiGeri run down little
spines.
lerved in'the United States Army on active duty for two and oneWe also particularly enjoyed
the voice-over narraof
Active
Duty
four
years
reserve
thereafand
served
years
'rralf
tion, in heroic complets no
ter.
less, by the man with the
most ruggedly mellifluous
Western accent in movies,
COUNTY ATTORNEY:
Ben Johnson.
Cl00CI0113111311UNICI
And naturally, we apPracticed law with the County Attorney, Mr. Marvin Prince, in
ED00 GI
0
0
0
0
0
K2
a]
Lone
preciated all of the
Marshall County from 1970, until May of 1972.
Ranger stuff, the "Hi Ho
11131EINIIA:
Silver," the "Who was that
Practiced law as a civil and criminal practitioner since 1972 in
RIC3(010
Masked Man?" and of
Calloway County.
course the "Kemo Sabe." (If
you know how to spell
JUDGE:
Only "/16 x 2/
3
4x Vs" Weighs Just 6 Oz!
Reg. 249.00
"Kemo Sabe" I'd rather not
Served as Murray City Judge from January of 1974, through
hear about it.)
Radio Shack pioneered the portable computer, and now we're
sale-pricing it at under $200—another sensational breakNaturally; we - enjoyed
December of 1978.
through! Easy as a calculator to use, yet ifs fully programmable in
learning why the Lone
WORK HISTORY:
easy-to-learn BASIC language. Use our ready-to-run programs
Ranger wears a mask, how.C
5
or your own With batteries, carry case #26-3501
Paper boy for Ledger & Times, mowed yards, farm hand, car
he and Tonto got together,
why
the
Lone
Ranger
thirsts
wash boy, salesman, construction worker, clean up man, clerk at
for justice, and why he
Graham & Jackson, busboy at Triangle Inn, and Car Hop at Dairy
shoots silver bullets (a
rather far-fetched explanaAnne.
CTR-48 by Realistic*
tion, I must say).
There are, of course, some
MC-1401 by Realistic
I SOLICIT YOUR VOTE AS YOUR CALLOWAY COUNTY ATconcessions to the 1980's.
The four-letter words (none
TORNEY AND PLEDGE TO BE UNBIASED, REMAIN UNby the Lone Ranger, thank '
COMPROMISED AND BE OBJECTIVE AT ALL TIMES ABOUT
goodness)are a bit shocking.
(It's a hard to understand
CALLOWAY COUNTY AND THE INTERESTS OF CALLOWAY
Reg.
why they felt the need to inCOUNTIANS.
Reg..
69.95
clude them, unless they
Pohl for by Stopbook Cook Souders
needed that PG rating.) The
Each Each

STEPHEN
COOK
SANDERS

one

ct

cLeaneRs

CANDIDATE
FOR CALLOWAY
COUNTY ATTORNEY

Shirts on"'554.

2

ache/MeltMEMORIAL DAY

Save Big On Electronics!

Save
$50

Save $30! Two-Way
System Speaker

- Cut43%

95
39

Upgrade your present sys1
4"
tem! 8" woofer and 4/
tweeter in a genuine walnut
veneer cabinet (not vinyl).
Tuned-port enhances bass.
#40-1988

RE-ELECT

8-Track Recording Tape

FREED
CURD
State Representative
Fifth District
I am seeking re-election as your State Representative of the Fifth District on my
record. I have worked vigorously to represent the needs of all the people of this district.
I will continue to be available to listen to your concerns and needs and will work for your
best interest.
Because of the state's economic crisis, it is more important now than ever before to
have an experienced representative in Frankfort. My experience will enable me to better
serve you by being acquainted with the legislators and the General Assembly. I went to
Frankfort as your representative knowing the governmental process because of my experience in teaching government these past twenty years. My experience as a legislator
and teach& has been a great asset and will continue to be.
I will not vote to lift the ceiling off property taxes by recinding House Bill 44. I am a
working man with a family. I realize the burdens of high taxes, high interest rates and
inflation.

Vote Freed Curd
May 26
Paid for By Candidate

Slashed 20%
40-Min.

Personal-Size Cassette
Recorder

40%
Off

188

69.95

Full Size Features!
Save $28.071 Perfect for taping lectures,
'meetings, "talking" letters. Auto-Level. AutoStop, built-in mike. 41 0(63.4x2". #14-802

-Po 8-Track Tape Deck
by
-1hy* NR TR-803
Reanstic
SAA.

ave$50
sola010.

Wit*

Reg.
159
Each 1.99

007

Reg.

Reg. 199.95

80-Min. A. Each 2.59

Tape not rncluded
Batter,es extra

Record your own-tapes and save, .
reduction reduces "hiss," extends dyr
range for superior sound Auto-Eject. #14

Record your own 8-track tapes..
for home or car! Stock up! No
limit! #44-840/841

$6 Off! LCD Calculator LCD Quartz Travel Alarm
By MIcronta`
with Memory Radio
EC-269
"
Shack

Cut26%

•
1-000:
15
0DE CAI

ocEE
mecca
OC.0

95 Reg

16

22.95

Less than 10mm thin, fits in
pocket or purse. Auto-shutoff
saves batteries. Square root,
percent keys. With batteries

#65-676

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Personal Protection
Alarm at Less Than
Half Price!

36% Off

1

795
I Reg. 27.95

Fits in the palm of your hand!24-hour alarm.
snooze button, backlight for night viewing
1'6x2"Asx345"! !ncludes battery. #63-701

Autoranging Digital
Multimeter By Microfilm

Save$10

88

95

Includes Battery

•Clain)fs 1900
Dealer Price
Was $11.69

PANIC BUTTON sounds
loud alarm when activated.
Carry it while walking, shopping. Hang on door-kgob for
protection when traveling.
#49-465

Reg.
99.95

kiatter.es e.tra

#22-196

Select the desired function—DC volts, AC volts,
resistance or DC milliamps—meter selects the
correct range, polarity.

„

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/look Store or Dealer Nearest You
PIKES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

'.•
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Hurtado Becomes Ecuador Head On President's Death

CHARITY BALL WEEK — Mayor Melvin B. Henley
signs a proclamation declaring May 25-30 as Charity
Ball Week in Murray. Sarah Bryan and Ellie
Christopher, co-chairmen of the event, look on. The
ball, which, benefit . the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensiye Care Center, will be held "Saturday,
1.1‘, 30, at the University Center. Tickets rinav be obtained at the Calloway County Public Library or by
calling Vickie Travis at 733-3257 or Pete Lancaster at
713-6796.

ELECT

KEITH
HAYS
City Council
Paid By Candidate

Danny M.Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8. Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.

There's a

Business
Insurance
Shield for you too

I've Got
The Shield
SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

DAN McNUTT
NITA
I NSURANC_E

(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

753-0445

EON

Glenda Anderson Secretary

SOON TO BE
SHELTER INS.
COMPANY

4

By JORGE JURADO
Associated Press Writer
QUITO, Ecuador (AP) —
Vice President Oswald° Hurtado assumed the presidency
of Ecuador after the death of
President Jaime Roldos
Aguilera in an airplane
crash.
Roldos and his wife,
Defense Minsiter Marco'
Subia Martinez and six other
people were killed Sunday
when their air force plane
smashed into a mountain
peak near the southern
border with Peru and exploded, Hurtado announced
in a statement.
The crash reportedly occurred in dense fog and rain.
Hurtado said there were
no survivors aboard the

a candidate in Ecuador.
• - President Reagan messaged Hurtado: "The American
people and I have been
shocked and saddened to
learn of the tragic deaths of
President and Mrs. Jaime
Roldos Aguilera and the
minister of defense and his
wife, Maj. Gen. and Mrs.
Marco Subia Martinez.
Pleqse accept our deepest
condolences and our sympathy as we join the
Ecuadorean people in mourning this terrible loss."
Roldos, 40, was on his way
to the southern border town
of Zapotillo for a military
ceremony commemorating
the 159th anniversary of the
battle of Pichincha,the final
victory in Ecuador's fight

for independence from aides, Lt. Col. Hector Torres Marco Andrade; the co-pilot,
Spain. He had spoken earlier and Lt. Col. Armando U. Gabo Ftomo, and a cabin
Sunday at an anniversary Navarette; the pilot, Maj. attendant,Solidad Rosero.
celebration in Quito's
Atahualpa Stadium. The victims' charred
ELECT
bodies were pulled from the
wreckage Sunday night and
taken to the village of Celica,
360- miles south of Quito.
MAGISTRATE
Roldos's body was to be
4TH DISTRICT
taken to Guayaquil, his
hometown and the country's
NO.
largest city and major
ON TNE
seaport,for burial.
BALLOT
wives
of
In addition to the
Roldos and the defense
PAID FOR BY CANDIDATE
minister, the dead were tary

JIM D.IRBY

INTRODUCING
DAN DAILEY, M.S.

Young Democrats Take
Several Conservative Stands
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) "We voted for many conKentucky Young servative issues, issues the
—
Democrats polled at their Moral Majority is for," Mcweekend state meeting took Clean said. "But we are
several conservative stands, against the Moral Majoribut also said they did not ty."
believe the Moral Majority '0"We are saying that the
was helping American Democrats and .Republicans
politics.
of the count* have done
More than 100 of the 400 very well and don't need
delegates at the meeting members of the cloth partook part in a poll Sunday ticipating and strongarmthat indicated opposition to ing," McClean said.
gun control and professional
"We feel we are very
negotiations for teachers, responsible citizens, and
and support for teaching of have been, and don't need
the Biblical version of crea- them participating as -a
tion.
group," he said."They are a
"I think we are getting hate group and they thrive
more conservative," Jack on fear."
McClean, the group's platMcClean said the convenform chairman.
tion, which began Friday
Of the respondents who and ends Monday, also passanswered the question,"Are„ ed resolutions on numerous
you for gun control?" 70 said issues, including one
no and 39 said yes, McClean unanimously • opposing "any
said.
so-called right-to-work law.
- Asked, -What is your We feel it is an anti-union
stand on professional and anti-American proposinegotiations for teachers?" tion."
86 were opposed it and 25 in
Among other resolutions,
favor, he said.
he said, were measures:
Seventy-eight answered
—Opposing professional
yes and 31 no to the question, negotiations for teachers. He
"Should local school boards said that since elected school
have the option to teach the boards may engage in
Biblical version of creation if negotiations, and the great
they also teach evolution?" majority have chosen not to,
McClean said.
the group believes that
Asked, -Has the Moral represents the will of the
Majority helped the people.
American
political
—Supporting Poland's
system?" 86 said no and 24 Solidarity movement. "We
said yes, he said.
feel that Communist govern-

Three Killed On Roads
During Holiday Travel
By The Associated Press
The death of a Mount Eden
woman in a Spencer County
car crash brought to three
the number killed this
Memorial Day weekend in
Kentucky,officials said.

• Re-Elect
FREED CURD
State
Representative
Fifth District

We the friends and neighbors of Freed Curd are supporting and voting for him. These are some of the
reasons we are askinwfor your vote too.
We know Freed as a family man. He is the father of
three daughters and he licnows the hardships of rearing
a family.
We know him as a working man. We see him go out
every day to earn a living fb-r his family.
We know Freed as a neighbor whose door is always
answered with every knock not with "who is there" but
"come in."
We know him as a good christian man and a church
goer.
We know him as a person with a friendly wave for
everyone - everyday.
We know him as being a representative that
represented all the people of the Fifth District and did
it well.
We know Freed to have the experience and know
how to -do a much better job this term.
These are some of the reasons we are voting for
Freed Curd and feel free to ask you to vote for him. He
has the same wants, needs, problems as all the
people.
Paid For By Friends of the Candidate

Britishmade Avro twinturboprop plane.
As hundreds gathered in
the rain outside the National
Palace, Hurtado called the
Cabinet into session inside.
The president of the House of
Representatives, Raul Baca
Carbo, became vice president.
The government declared
an eight-day period of national mourning and
suspended classes at all
schools.
Roldos' election two years
ago ended a decade of dictatorships for the 8 million
people of this Andean country on the northwest coast of
South America. A lawyer, he
received more than a million
votes, the most ever cast for

Mrs. Linda Rose Morris,
20, Route 2, Mount Eden, an
employee of the Kentucky
State Police post at
Frankfort, was pronounced
dead on arrival at King's
Daughters Hospital after the
accident Sunday, state
police said.
Her husband, Douglas
Morris, 21, was treated and
released,officials said.
State police said Mrs. Morris was driving when the car
ran off Kentucky 1795 about6
miles north of Taylorsville,
regained the pavement, but
ran off the other side,struck
a culvert and overturned.
A Walker boy and a
Moorefield man were killed
in separate accidents Saturday night, police said. The
deaths brought the state's
1981 traffic toll to 307, compared with 248 through last
May 24. Seven persons died
in Kentucky traffic accidents last Memorial Day
weekend.
Curtis Walker Jr., 16, of
Walker, was killed about
8:20 p.m. when the car in
which he was a passenger
collided with another vehicle
on Kentucky 223 about a half
mile from Dewitt, according
to police. Walker was pro
flounced dead on arrival at
Knox County Hospital.
Acccording to police
reports, he was a passenger
in a car driven by Richard
Broughton, 19, of Barbourville. The car was in a drag
race when it collided with a
car driven by McQuarry
Shelton,52,4 Walker, police
said.
Shelton was taken to the
Knox hospital and later
transferred to the University
of Kentucky Medical Center
in Lexington, where he was
listed in serious condition.
Broughton was treated at
Knox hospital for minor
cuts.
William David Fryman,
25, of Moorefield, Ky., was
killed about 6 p.m. when the
motorcycle he was riding
ran off Cassidy Creek Road •

ments are the most harassing on earth," he said.
—Calling on U.S. coal producers to bargain in good
faith with the United Mine
Workers union. He said the
Young Democrats believed
the industry was' stonewalling" the union.
—Opposing closing Army
Corps of Engineers locks on
the Kentucky River. In addition to the locks' benefits for
recreational boating, he
said,"We believe a case can
be made for the fiscal
responsibility of leaving
them open."
—Calling for the firing of
U.S. Interior Secretary
James Watt, who, If he remains in office, McClean
said, "will leave the public
parks system and public
lands system in utter ruin."
—Opposing cuts in Social
Security benefits, which McClean said amounts to
"breaking a contract with
the citizens."
—Calling on Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. and state
Agriculture Secretary Alben
Barkley II to get together
and discuss reunification of
the state Agriculture
Department.

AND THE LATEST ADVANCEMENTS
FROM ZENITH/ZENETRON
On May 14 Clinical Audiologist and Factory
Representative Dan Dailey will be present at
Stone-Lang Hearing Aid Center to show you
the latest advancements in Zenith hearing aid
technology and confer with you privately
concerning your hearing problem. There is no
cifarge for this special consultation and service. Appointments are recommended.
SFREE ELECTRONIC NEARING TESTS
*FREE HEARING CONSULTATION
*FREE CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACED ON YOUR PRESENT AID
*BATTERIES 33% OFF
Zenetron's Consumer Protection Plan
• 30 Day Money-Back Privilege

iexcept for custom earmold and dispensing fee)

• One Year Limited Warranty
• 3 Year After-Purchase Service Plan
Batteries and accessories for all makes.
One of 20 Zenith models by...

'Zenetron

Independent of and not affiliated with Zenith Radio Corp

When you buy a
hearing aid getthe best.
E ST.1876
ISTONEL4IVG CO
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
206S. 4th St., Mammy, 753-8055

MAYOR
31 /
1 2 years General Manager Western

Dark Fired Tobacco Association.
Lt. Colonel U.S. Army Reserves
16 Years Mayor of Murray
Helped bring to Murray Fisher Price,
Vanderbilt Chemical, Sager Glove,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Water Treatment Plant, Sanitation
System, Housing Project, City-County
Airport
Helped establish first planning cornmission, first building and electrical
codes
Presiderrt Calloway County Farm
Bureau
President Chamber of Commerce
President United Fund
President Red Cross Chapter
Preittlent Rotary Club
First Chairman, Hospital Board
"Man of the Year"
Chairperson - Board of Stewards, First
United Methodist Church
President Kentucky Municipal League
Treasurer, Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation

MAYOR

A
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Talks Stuck On Job Security

Negotiations Continue Today
By MERRILL HA RTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Union and industry
negotiators agreed " to
resume talks today to try to
end the two-month-old
United Mine Workers strike.
The two sides recessed
after a 4'-2-hour session Sunday in which they strove to
narrow differences standing
in the way of a strike-settling
agreement, but remained
stuck on the complex issue of
job security in the coalfields.
United Mine Workers
President Sam Church told
reporters that labor and
Management remained immersed in hard bargaining
over the union's demand for
a "wage standards" clause

aimed at limiting the extent
to which coal companies can
hire outside, non-union
workers.
t
Asked to assess Mt,
/ the
weekend talks were going,
Church replied, "Slow, very
slowly."
Chief industry bargainer
Bobby R. Brown declined to
comment.
With the nation's coal production cut in half, dwindling
stockpiles held by coalburning utilities are
threatened further by the increased use of air conditioning with the coming of summer.
Representatives of the
UMW and the industry
bargaining arm": the
Bituminous Coal Operators
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Getting settled
made simple.
New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As year Nostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.

elcome
ge King 492-8348

agon
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Association, seemed determined to resolve the problem of subcontracting, giving rise to optimism that the
long-stalled talks finally
were gaining some momentum..
The longest nonstop
bargaining session of recent
weeks was held at a
downtown hotel suite Saturday as the two sides spent
nearly five hours in negotiations on the "work standards" clause — which the
union is demanding to protect its 160,000 members
against the loss of jobs to
non-union competitors.
After a meeting of the
UMW's 39-member bargain:
ing council:Church and his
negotiating team returned to
the table Sunday once more
across from Brown and two
other BCOA bargainers.
Neither Church nor Brown
would comment in detail on
the Saturday session.
Church said "a little progress" was made, but that
things were going slowly.
Brown
declined
to
characterize the talks.
This year's strike has not
matched the disruptive effects of the 111-day walkout
of the winter of 1977-78, but
its impact is growing.
Over the weekend, the
Maryland Employment Insurance Division reported

By EVANS WITT
, Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Three years after the "Tax
Revolt of 1978," Americans
are convinced that federal
income taxes are too high,
but many no longer consider
property tax rates excessive, according to an
Associated Press-NBC News
WI
The poll indicates that
public anger over some
taxes has declined, but the
concern about federal income taxes is a key to the
strong public support for
President
Reagan's
economic proposals.
In June 1978, voters in
California approved Proposition 13, an initiative that
slashed property taxes in the
state and put a lid on future
increases. That vote set off
the Tax Revolt of 1978,. triggering moves in a number of
other states to limit property
and other taxes. Some of
those efforts were successful
and some were not.
Opinions about federal income taxes haven't changed

Specializing In
*Grading
*Dozer Work
*Excavating *Chip & Seal
\Ur

-

a.

ie.

INN

=NM

Apisae0, Road

Was.

40t

.14
;16.0.46100, 1.
1111'

.
•

Parking areas:

*No Job To Largo Or Small*

FREE ESTIMATEPhone 436-5874
Runk Gamin
436-51174

Owners

de 1'
directories of (.elt.c
ted careers and persons with whcfm youth maty confer. The idea of career day the
been a successful part of the club's community activity in the local high schools In
Pickens has co-ordinated the program for the Rotary Club. Young persons desinne
to learn more about one of kthe selected careers may contact a Rotary i.oluntee.
and ask for a conference. The directories were distributed at Calloway Count'
School, the Calloway County Public Library and will be given to rsittrra
Mgt.
School. (Top photo) Pickens (left) and Rotary president Gene Schanbacher (righi
present directories to Diane Johnson, library staff assistant. (Bottom photo. Iron
left) Directories were presented by Pickens to Calloway High. Accepting
Alberta Korb, Larry Paschall, counselors, and Jerry Ainley, principal.
CAREER DIRECTORIES — The Murray Rotary Club presented

Anger Over Property Taxes
Declines; Income Tax Same

Murray Paving Co. Inc.

0'

that nearly 1,000 workers in rates comparable to those
that mid-Atlantic state have earned by union members.
lost their jobs because of the
After a day and a half of.
strike. Thousands of workers strategy sessions late last
in the railrotifl industry have week, the union leaders apbeen laid off. The coal com- parently arrived at a conpanies are losing money,and sensus to ease the work stanthe UMW itself is suffering dard provision in hopes of
from the loss of dues by its getting the BCOA to accept
striking members.
it.
The two sides must resolve
Sources within the union
the job security issue before
said the UMW was willing to
they can move on to a halfexempt members of its condozen other demands that
struction workers affiliate
Church and his cofrom the provision. Mine
negotiators made following
‘. construction workers sign a
rejection of an earlier conseparate contract with their
tract agreement by rank and
employers, contracting
file miners . in the Apfirms who are represented
palachian and eastern
by the Association of
coalfields.
Bituminous Contractors.
The UMW is trying to win
Traditionally, the mine
contract language that will
protect it from the hiring of construction workers, whose
nonunion subcontractors for numbers range from 6,000 tc
such work as coal hauling by 14,000 depending on the
truck, minesite construction amount of work being done,
and repair and maintenance. put off negotiating their conThe federal courts have tract with the ABC until the
ruled in several cases that national agreement is settllanguage in the contract that ed between the UMW and the
expired March 27 — forcing BCOA.
Since the courts have ruled
coal companies to give the
UMW jurisidiction over out- that the UMW cannot force
coal companies to hire only
side work — was illegal.
Seeking to limit the effects those subcontracting personof that ruling, the UMW nel under its jurisdiction, the
leaders sought a wage stan- application of a work standards clause requiring that dards clause to unionized
non-union subcontractors mine construction personnel
hired by coal companies be would likely harm their compaid at wage and benefit petitive standing.

Pawl Wekh
753-0236

much since an AP-NBC
News poll in June 1978.
Sixty-nine percent of those
questioned May 18 and 19
said federal income taxes
are too high, versus 75 percent in 1978. Twenty-five percent said these taxes are
about right; 1 percent said
taxes were too low; and 5
percent were not sure.
From this perception, it is
easy to see why Fteagan's
plan to cut income tax rates
by 10 percent a year for the
nett three years draws
strong backing. Supporters
outnumbered opponents of
the Reagan cuts by almost 3to-1.
Anger over property taxes
— the key to Proposition 13
— has dropped a good bit.
Forty-one percent of those
questioned last week said
property taxes where they
-live are too high, down from
57 percent who said that in
1978.
Forty-nine percent now
say property taxes are about
right, versus only 36 percent
in 1978. Three percent said
property taxes are too low
and 7 percent of the 1,599
adults interviewed nationwide by telephone.
The shift occurred across
the country, but the sharpest
decline came, as one might
expect, among Californians
and other Westerners. Only
33 percent of the Westerners
now say property taxes are
too high, versus 74 percent in
1978.
Social Security taxes have
increased substantially in
the past decade, particularly
for workers making more
than $15,000 a year. But the
perception that such taxes
are too high has gone down.
Forty-six percent of those
questioned said Social
Security taxes are about
right, while only 38 percent
said they are too high. Six
percent said they were too
low and 10 percent were not
sure.

In the June 1978 AP-NBC
News poll, the results were
about reversed: 45 percent
said the taxes were too high
and 38 percent said they
were about right.
As with all sample
surveys, the results of the
AP-NBC News polls can
vary from the opinions of all
Americans because of
chance variations in the
sample.

Western, Morehead
Regents Okay Budgets

DAN BAZZELL

department of curriculum
By The Associated Press
YOUR
Western Kentucky Univer- and instruction, Dr. William
"Calloway
sity's Board of Regents has Bigham as head of the
accepted a $53.5 million department of music, Dr.
County Jailer
budget for the 1981-82 school Harold Rose as head of the
year, while regents at department of leadeship and
No.2 On Ballot
Morehead approved a $31.7 foundation and Patricia
P
million budget for the same Needham as associate direc- CAPABLE•ENERGETIC•EFFICIENT
CCHIL4.
tor of admissions.
period.
The Morehead regents approved a budget representing an 11.8 percent increase
over the, 1980-81 document.
The new budget $1,026,700
less than the total originally
approved by the 1980
General Assembly.
Dr. William F. White,
Morehead's vice president
for academic affairs since
1978, has been re-assigned to
a full-time faculty position in
psychology effective July 1.
The reassignment was included in a series of personnel recommendations submitted by MSU President
Morris L. Norfleet and approved unanimously by the
regents.
In other personnel action,
the Morehead board approved the appointment of Dr.
Charles J. Pelfrey as interim
"He Gets The Job Dono
dean of the School of
te re-ofect flerieley Mayer. David Newell treasurer
committee
Pala
for
Humanities, Dr. Kent
Freeland as head of the

Henley
For
Mayor

For A Ride To The Polls
Call

753-0484
Vote Henley

ELECT
BILLY JOE
KINGINS
COUNTY COURT CLERK

IN Railroad Crews
Work Sunday Night
To Clear Derailment
WALLJNS CREEK, Ky.
(AP) — Louisville &
Nashville Railroad crews
were working Sunday night
to clear a coal-train derailment near Kentucky 219
about 10 miles northwest of
Harlan,officials said.
Three cars of the 97-car
train overturned and seven
others left the track about
9:30 a.m. Sunday near
Wallins Creek, state police
said.
There were no reports of
injuries.
Railroad officials said a
secondary crossing was temporarily blocked, but the
main crossing was open.
The accident is being investigated by railroad detectives.

PLEASE ELEC

Election day is getting closer and I wish to
thank the people of ,Murray-Calloway County for
00ce their kindness during, my campaign. I hope when
you go the polls on Tuesday, May 26, you will .not
forget me.
b061s
If elected I promise I won't forget you. (All I'm
asking for is a chance).
tk*See*
Billy Joe Kingins

coes

Paid For By The Candidate
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Pope Issues Message From His Hospital Bed
HOME i API - Pope John
Paul II issued a message
from his Rome hospital bed
offering •:comfort and hope"
to fellow sufferers and
received a visit from Rose
one of the two
American women wounded
with him in the May 13 attempt on his life.
::I want to address myself
in particular to all the sick,
giving to them, mysel, sick
like them, a word of comfort
and hope," the pope said in a
Italian language message
broadcast worldwide Sunday
by Vatican Radio.
The pope spoke slowly and
his voice soupded weak.- But
doctors at .Gemelli
Policlinico Hospital said the
pontiff's recovery from
bullet wounds in the ab-

domen was continuing since
they declared his life out of
danger Saturday night.
At St. Peter's Square, a
crowd estimated at 25,000
heard the message broadcast over loudspeakers at
noon, three hi?urs after the
pope recorded it.,
.
Some 300 pilgrims from
the pontiff's native Poland
hoisted their country's redand-Aite flag at the precise
spot where the pope was shot
as he rode in a jeep to his
weekly Wednesday audience.
Mrs. Hall, of Shirley,
Mass., visited the pope with
her husband and mother
Sunday afternoon following
her discharge from Santo
Spirito Hospital, where she
was treated for a shattered

elbow.
She refused to talk to
reporters after her 10minute chat with Oe pope.
But her husband, Kbn,a missionary from Alcoa, Tenn..
said the pontiff was 'v cry
weak but cordial."
-He gave Rose a prayer.
He said he was very sorry
for what has happened, and
she told the pope that she
was praying and offering her
sufferings for the recovery
of the Holy Father," Hall
said.
Meanwhile, authorities
reported no new leads into
the motives, planning and
possibility of outside help in
the assassination attempt on
the pope.
They gave a day off from
questioning to Mehmet Ali

Agca, the 23-year-old convicted terrorist from Turkey
charged with shooting the
pope, Mrs. Hall and Ann
Odre,58, Of Buffalo, N.Y.
Mrs. Odre is still listed as
in guarded condition at Santo Spiritu, where she is
recovesing from chest
wounds arid the removal of
her spleen.
NEW YORK AP)-Eighteen paintings by 0. Louis
Guiglielmi are on view at the
Whitney Museum of
American Art through July
5.
, The exhibit offers selected
examples of the achivement
of this American surrealist,
who died in 1956. He is known
for his distinctively personal
and poetic style.

MELVIN B. HENLEY FOR MAYOR
AREA DEVELOPMENT FUND GRANT
This 565,000 grant was used to help construct
new City Garage and Sanitation Department
facilities, with a gasoline and dieseu fuel dispensing depot.This has resulted in more efficient use
of motor fuel and better maintenance for City
vehicles, making them last longer.

..ownt wiry

LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANT
A 520,000 grant was used to upgrade the Police
and Fire Communications facilities, assuring better
response time. The 911 Emergency Number is a
result of this facility upgrading.

rAMIEIR
Liggal Notice

2. Notice

A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Louise Hill, Executrix of the
estate of Joseph William
Hill, deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
June 3, 1981, the date of
hearing.
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Larry T. Norsworthy and
Janice Norsworthy, CoAdministrators, of the
estate Of Larry Benjamin
Norsworthy, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must' be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before June 3, 1981, the
date of hearing.
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Edward L. Hendon, Executor, of the estate of Emma Fair, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Galloway District Court on
or before June 3, 1981, the
date of hearing.
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Edward L. Hendon, Administrator. of the estate of
Elsie Hendon. deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before June 3, 1981, the
date of hearing.

9. Situation Wanted

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
COLT BUNTLINE
SPECIAL
45 Calibm
12 inch barrel
GOLD &
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
MYstlfic Pima
Opoo1 co. vs $
753-7113

Strawberries
Plck your Own

45 C

pr'r qt

Jessie Jones

Sedalia

1 328 8543

Bible Facts. Free 'Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

Singer/Guitarist can pia)
for weddings, receptions, or
other functions. Have
references. Call Chuck's
Music, 753-3682, ask for
Monte Fisher.
We do housecleaning, have
references. Call 753-8209
or 753-7187.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will do yard work. Call
753-7245.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
-Would like job house cleaning. Have referances. Call
759-1255.
Would like to stay with sick
or elderly person, 5 days a
week, $500 per month.
Phone 1-527-9073.

12. Insurance
Wont to boy camper topper
to fit long wheel Mu truck
Or small cooper. Call 753-

AIWA INSURANCE CO.

JIM FAIN

1265.

AGENT

Permanent
Position
Wanted
Will watch elderly
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2:30
p.m.

low

814 So. 4th St
Murray, Ky,42071
Sus 05021753-0432
Roy:150217534371
UFE,HEALTH,HOME
CAR

Strawberries, picking every
day, bring container. L.T.
(Pete) Valentine, phone
(901)642-4439.

LOCAL PLANNING ASSISTANCE
This 514,000 grant has been used in the City Planning Department to pay for services which would
have used local tax money otherwise. The local tax
money has then been diverted to street repair and
other projects.

The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration. or red tape in Kentucky. Country BoyStore, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5;(502)885-5914.

anersdtid

Your City Works
Over $3,000,000 in Grant Money in Three Years

Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloiway District Court by
Jessie Jackson, Executrix,
of the estate of Legal
Jackson, deceased. ExceptnYinf to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before June 3. 1981. the
date of hearing.

-Elect Henley
Re
"He gets the job done..."
Paid for committee t• rioakct Henley Mayor, David Dowell, treasure?
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&AEA/ WHAT PO
YOU DIDN'T YOU MEAN
LEAVE
13`l THAT
HER OUT

I'LL NEVER 6Er A
SCHOLAKHIP TO A E316
EASTERN COLLEGE WITH
'Oti 601-4ERING ME!

-

2.1

THIS 15 VERY
NICE OF YOU

SLUGGO,
COME OVER
AND HAVE
SUPPER
WITH US

ARE YOU SURE
YOUR AUNT
KNOWS ABOUT
IT 2
YES)

WE ARGUED
ABOUT IT ALL
DAY
--

<.1

V
t
MAY

24?Is) ',DON'T KNOW I-Idepw
TO FIX
'

I-10W Pi(30 YOU
FIX THE JEEP
BEETLE?
_

cL
)
vvE WENT
DANCING

YOU SHOULD'VE SEEN
DAGWOOD-

LAST
NIGHT

A GREAT)

14E DOES
WALTZ

REALLY,BLON DIE,\M-IATS
SO GREAT ABOUT
DANCING
A WALTZ?

25

Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A periodic settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Veterans Administration,
committee for Robert H.
Watson, incompetent. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before June 3, 1981, the
date of hearing.
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court., All
Claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.
Mamie Bogard, 230 S 15th
St., Murray, KY Deceased,
Pat Bogard, 1803 Wiswell
Rd., Migray, KY Executor,
Donald A. Jones, 509 Main
St., Murray, KY Attorney.
Clara Louise Jones, 110 N
12th St., Murray, KY
Deceased, Wells Over bey,
104 N 4th St., Murray, KY
Executor.
Ida Ethel Darnell, 519 S
4th St., Murray, KY Deceased, Ralph D. Darnell, Rt.4,
Box 47, Murray, KY Executor, Max W. Parker,
Courthouse, Murray, KY Attorney.
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
'Clerk.

2. Notice

UNCLE

WALKER..!
sod

furniture IL 4oo. Ws boy - sal -a,
for 1 Ow to Moots
91 SPKIAL for tbo
mai% mom:
fro* Ors, by Ow

MODGI & SON
fo FOR THE GA/05T WHO

z

2eS S. Sib
753-4669

OPENING
MAY 20, 1981
Now Leasing
Unique Shops in
recreational park including buildings,
utilities, parking.
Aquaboggan Park.
Call an Milkr 502753-7559.
What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His/Hers
Matching Sets
AN sizes
Only place
M Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 con. to 9 p.s.
753-7113

6. Help Wanted
$180 Per week part time at
home. Webster, America's
foremost dictionary company needs home workers
to update local mailing
lists. All ages, experience
unnecessary. Call 1-716845-5670. Ext. 1134.
BE A WINNER! Beat inflation! Work your own hours
demonstrating Merri-Mac
toys, gifts, and home decor
items. We need party plan
demonstrators in this area.
High commission. No iniestment, no'detivering, no
collecting. Call toll free
now! 1-800-553-9077, or
write: Merri-Mac, 801
Jackson Street, Dubuque,
Iowa 42001.
Dental Assistant, minimum
high school education, likes
helping others and enjoys
working with your hands.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040 V, Murray, KY.
Dental Receptionist/Secretary: 21 years or over,
minimum high school
education, typing skills and
enjoys working with people.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040W, Murray, KY 42071.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS.
Will hire all qualified
trainees, 17-34 years old.
Welding, metal working,
mechanics. Excellent pay,
advancement, regular
raises. High school grad or
GED required. Phone Navy,
753-6439, or toll free, 1:
800-841-8000.
Need able bodied person to
work at bus station 3 time
daily, 30 minutes each
time. Please apply at 6th
and Walnut.

1. Storage Bldg&
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

•

Equipment
1977 M-2KS Gleaner combine; 6-row corn; 15' Grain;
AC 600 no till drill; AC
cultivator; Rowterra-Lely
/
2 ft.
with bridge hitch; 181
Kewanee disc; 13' chisel
plow; 1975 7040 Allis
Chalmers tractor; 1974
Ford flat 2-ton truck; 1973
Ford F-600; 1963 Ford
2-ton truck; 165 bushel
gravity wagon; 1970 Dodge
lime truck; 400 gallon Lely
saddle tank; 1500 gallon
tank; 1965 Ford 5000
diesel; 1977 Case front end
loader, 5 ft. bucket; a pool
sprayer with hydraulic
pump. Call 489-2348 or
489-2666 or 437-4845.
600 .Case combine, good
condition, 1-4 row John
Deere planter. Call 4362269 after 6 pm.
Best tire deals in town! We
have a tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service! Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
For sale: 200 Case hay baler
in good condition. 502-9882427.
New Gravity Boxes, up to
285 bu. with 10 ton gear,
list $1850, Will sell at 20%
discount this month. 14'
hyd. augers $450. B & G
Equipment, Paris, TN
38242,(901)642-1242.
Used Do All, 6 row hyd.
folder, $950. B & G
Equipment, Paris, TN,(901)
642-1242.

20. Sports
Equipment

.=11.

tre

Ann ,Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Richard Mills. Executor, of
the estate of Connie E.
Mills, deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District, Court on or before
June 3, 1981, the date of
hearing

19. Farm

22. Musical
13. For Sale
Or Trade
Hands for hire, will trade
hours work for small,salary
and acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058.

Begin Today
MUSIC
LESSONS
Piano
Organ
Beginners and Advanced

14. Want To Buy

Clayton's

Tow Bar. Call 753-3058.

753-7575

15. Articles For Sale
16' Low car trailer, factory
made tandem axle with
ramps, electric brakes,
$1600. 759-4070.
for sale:. Good dresses, size
9-10, 11-12, 13-14. Call
753-1411 after 5:30 or
Saturday 8-5.
Two electric air cleaners,
$20; dehumidifier, $15.
Call 753-3976.

16. Home
Furnishings
For sale: Bedroom suite, 3
piece, full size, bed and
chest of drawers. Call
759-4592.
For sale: Dining room table
with 6 chairs. Call 7538668.
For sale: Early American
hurculon couch with hidea
bed, asking $100. Call after
5 pm, 474-8020.
Large modern refrigerator;
chest type freezer; and 30
inch electric range. All in
good condition. Call 7539992 after 5 pm.

For sale: Hammond organ
and amplifier, $425. Phone
753-7777 after 3 pm.
Piano for sale, inexpensive,
excellent for beginning sti,
dent. 753-9866 after 5 'pm.
Piano, old Kimball upright,
good condition, just repaired, $175. Call 7539866.
IIMEMMEMENIMMimbi
Own a new 25"
Magnavox color
TV for only $24.46
a month. No
down payment.
Four year warranty available on
parts and labor.0
CLAYTON'S
Noose
Intertaimmogit
Ctr.
Hwy.641 S.
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Wedding gown and veil, size
7, was $400 new. Excellent
condition, best offer. 7530450, extension 286, days
or 759-4467 evenings.

PRE-SEASON SALE
Season Passe'.for the MurrayCalloway County itvimming Pool may
be purchased now thru May 29. Purchase prior to May 5 to be eligible
for a free season pass.
Family Passes $60.00
Single Passes $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office, 10th & Payne Sts.,
phone 753-7640.
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
PRESS DEPARTMENT
A local manufacturing concern has immediate
openings for a Production Supervisor with experience in sheet metal press operations and
equipment. Candidate must be willing to work off
shift. This is a growing company offering outstanding fringe benefits and salary.
Send confidential resume and salary
requirenient to:
Employment Relations
Sopervhor
Emerson Electric Company
P.O. Box 610
Purls, TN 38242
or contact Tony Moyer it(901)642-1120.
A.igold OProlvoiti isePieret

4.
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24. Miscellaneous

32.-A-pfs. For Rent

Condominium for rent:'
Hilton Head Island, SC:
Now Loosing
home of the famous Family
Ml1R-CAI
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf TournaAPARTMENTS
ment. For more information
I.
1
&
3 bedroom units from
'call 1-926-4031.
1165.00 per no. HanFirewood for sale, oak and
dicap* snit Newly conhickory. 436-5870.
structed central heal and air,
For sale: 30' t.v. pole,
carpeted, kitchen appliances.
antenna and rotor. Call
Office Hours Nor -Fri. II:00
759-1824.
200
Go-cart, 5 hp, excellent
brakes, kill switch, $135.
Northwood Dr.
753-1818.
Hurray, Ky.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
502-759-4984
worms, Mite crawlers, fresh
Equal Horsing Opportunity
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt.6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Road), Murray, KY 42071.
Open Hose
Phone 436-5894.
Sun Nay 24
1-5 p.m.

26. N-Radio
AM-FM Solid state Soney
tuner (radio) and six
speakers. Call 753-5052 or
753-5828.

Free soft drinks! Drawing for
$50 6ift Certificate

For rent: Garage apartment,
unfurnished, 4-rooms, near
downtown. 753-3690.
10x50, 1963, Good invest- Furnished effeciency apartment...wall to wall carpet,
ment. $1850. 759-1987.
air-conditioning, water and
12x60 Mobile home, 2 sewer paid. Washer and
bedrooms, 1 bath, central dryer facilities .-available.
heat and air. 753-7192.
One block front M.S.U.
1971, 12x60, Mobile home, $115 per month. Call
2 bedroom, central heat 759-4538.
and air, underpinning.
$6250. Call 498-871E64er Two bedroom deplex,
6 weekdays, anytime drapes available,
weekends.
mast street, available
1971 Kingswood, 12x65, 2 now. $50 &sweat on
bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, fully
2 months rent!!
furnished, price $4500. Coll 753-6782.
Call 753-3163 or 436-2877.
Town House, 12x70 mobile Furnished 'one bedroom
home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath, apartment, close to Universrefrigerator, stove, disposal, ity, private entrance. Call
central air and gas heat, 753-7418 after 3 pm,.
new carpet and wallpaper. New 2 bedroom duplex in
Other extras included. Pric- Northwood. All kitchen aped to sell! Call 753-8295.
pliances furnished, private
28. Mobile Homes deck. Call 753-0814.
For Rent Nice'1 or 2 bedroom apart12x60 Mobile home and ment with shaded yard and
lot, furnished, will accept private patio, kitchen ap$1200 down, $138 monthly pliances furnished. 753or $9000 cash. Garage, on 7559 or 753-7550.
city water, shade trees, One and 3 bedroom furnished apartments adjoinlarge-fat Call _436-5830.
12x60 Two bedroom, fur- ing M.S.U. Call 753-3134.
nished, with air, summer One bedroom furnished
rates. Coleman Real Estate, apartment, one block from
campus, $145, water fur753-9898.
/
2 nished. No pets. Couples
12x65 Three bedroom, 11
only. Call 753-1203.
bath, unfurnished with
air-conditioner, washer and One bedroom furnished
dryer hookup. Coleman Real apartment ,for rent. Inquire
100 South 13th Street.
Estate, 753-9898.
TRAILER SPACE- Mobile One bedroom basement
Home Village, water, sewer, apartment with all utilities
garbage pickup, cablevi- furnished, private entrance.
sion. Small quiet court. 753-8294.
Select. Phone 753-3895.
Two bedroom duplex in
Three bedroom trailer. Call Northwood Subdivision,
available now. Phone 753759-4592.
9400.
BranTrailer for rent, see
don Dill at Dill's Trailer Two bedroom apartment,
close to hospital, no pets,
Court.
deposit required. Call
Two bedroom, all electric,
/
2 miles 753-7809.
mobile home, 11
from Murray. $150 per Two bedroom apartment, 2
month, $100 deposit. blocks from hospital on
Available June 1st. Call South 8th. Completely
redecorated, adults only, no
753-9829.
pets, lease and deposit
Two bedroom, 4 miles required. Call 753-9208
Deposit
south of Murray.
after 4 pm.
and references required.
Two
bedroom duplex, all
Call 753-6753.
central
kitchen
29. Heating-Cooling heat andappliances,
air. Call 753-8146
Air-conditioner, 3-ton, cen- or 753-2437.
tral with electric heating
unit, excellent for mobile Two room apartment, $110
per month plus utilties,
home and duplex. $490.
$100 deposit, 1 year lease.
753-1818.
Call 753-8411.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale

30. Business Rental 33. Rooms for Rent

Athol
Wor•booso
Storage Space
I.,Root
753-47511

31. Want To Rent
Apartments for rent at Embassey Apartments. Call
753-3530 or 753-4331
after 5 pm.
Want to rent 3 bedroom
house, in or near Murray.
Call 753-7650 after 5 pm.

32. Apts. For Rent

4

2 Bedroom apartment,
$175 per month plus
deposit and utilities, one
year lease. Call 753-8411.
Available now, country living within city limits at
Hamlet North Apartments.
bedroom
2
Nice
townhouses with private
deck and central heat and
air, kitchen appliances furnished. 753-7559 or 7537550.

Furnished room for'men
students, half block from
campus, 1626, Hamilton.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
private entry and parking.
$100 per summer term.
Call 753-1342 or 436-5479.
Furnished room for
rent...private bath, carpet,
private entrance. Kitchen
and laundry room available.
Close to campus and excellent for students. Boys
only. $65 per month. Call
759-4538.

34. Houses For Rent
417 •South 10th, 2
bedroom, unfurnished,
highest heat bill, $30.
References and deposit,
$185. Call 753-8198.
Four bedroom house, $500,
3 bedroom house, $350; 2
bedroom townhome, $275,
1 bedroom duplex, $150
Appointment 753-5791.
Lake front cabin, near
Hamlin, KY, with deck, 2
bedrooms, available June
15th, $175 per month. Call
753-7980 or 753-1863.
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
furnished house with
washer and dryer, $200 per
month plus deposit. No
pets Garden spot available.
753-4110.

Refit 43. Real Estate
3-4.41-1usisTor
One bedroom house in
Coldwater, single or couple,
$60 per month, small
deposit 489-2267
Small house furnished or
unfurnished, easy to heat or
cool Call 753-5750

43. Real Estate

Reduced to $32,000.
Nice home on 1'i
acres on Hwy. 641
South approx. 2
miles. Family room,
3 BR, garage and
fruit trees.

COMMERCIAL LOT
FOR SALE
Nn
Nearly
5eari
B3R
VB
o2
home
Lot measuring 65' x
acres.
282' on Arcadia Court
baths, heat pump &
near the new city
central air, range,
Saddles, English 8.
park. All city utilities
refrig., dishwasher. 3
Western Soles available. Offered at
walk-in closets.
Repairs - Custom
$15,000 through KopI.andscaped.
Work. Tents and Boot
perud Realty, 711
Covers mode.
Roberts Realty
Main in Murray.
Phone 753-1222.
TAYLOR
12th &Sycamore
STATELY OLDER
LEATHER CO.
753-1651 RESIDENCE
116 S..6t1rMayfiold
1-247-1934
Fresh on the market
OWNER FINANCING TO is this 2-story brick
REE MAR ARABIANS QUALIFIED BUYER. Interest residence on large
Purebreds for sale. Trained rates are up again, but we wooded main
street
and started. 753-6126 or can get you into this lovely lot.
Upstairs
consists
753-8467.
Visitors home at a lower rate you
of 2 large modern
welcome.
can afford. This 3 bedroom, apartments and 1st
/
2 bath home, near town floor is
Six year old double 11
main
registered walk-rack mare. has many extras, including residence. New cenStylish, gentle, and ready to new family room, fireplace, tral gas heating
fenced yard, redwood porshow. 435-4525.
ch, and large lot with many system, new 25 year
38. Pets-Supplies
trees. This home is well roof, and home has
AKC Boxer puppies, cam- cared for and is in perfect been restored to an
pion bloodlines, flashy, condition. Owner leaving excellent state of
fawn, and brindle. Also town must sell. Call Spann repair. Very attracRealty Associates. 753- tive assumable loan
Boxer at stud. 753-0347.
is available. Phone
7724.
AKC German Shepherd Plip753-1222, Kopperud
you
a
Don't
rent,
buy
pies, 28 champions in 5
generations. Also registered mobile home lot. Owner Realty.
American Eskimo Spitz financing at 6%, payments
as low as $26.00 per mon- Plenty of -Stretchin'
puppies. 5,02-554-2153.
Room"! A really large home
Dog obedience classes are th. Call 474-8025 or 753- that can change to fit your
fun for you and your dog. A 8914 or 759-1715.
needs. The home provides a
sport all ages can enjoy.
living room, dining room.
Discover the thrillot know- I
kitchen with all the counter
FOR RENT
ing how your dog really
Clean 12 x 60 Mobile space and cupboards you
communicates. 436-2858.
need. The den is plenty
Home on large shaded
lot with garden space. large, back to back
41. Public Sale
fireplaces in den and living
$150 per month and
Huge yard sale! Saturday,
room and all the bedrooms
security deposit.
May 23rd through Tuesday,
are spacious...Let us show
Ron
Talent
May 26th, in Hazel on first
you a new way of life by
Realty
street, third house off
calling 753-1492 at CEN753-9894
Barnett Street.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.
Hugh moving out of county
sale, 12 to 7 PM everyday Hidden Treasure! It will do
untill everything is gone, your heart good to say
rocking chair, high chair, nothing about your pocketand stroller, Midland linear book when you inspect this
500 watt, etc. Call 767- home we have located just
4473, 413 College Cts.
BOYD-MAJORS
for you.j_hree bedroom
REAL ESTATE
brick loigied on quiet
753-8080
in
street
nice
MOVING SALE
neighborhood. Priced in the
PRICES NEXT
'Professional Services
mid $30's...See this home
With The Friendly Touch"
TO NOTHING
before all others by calling
PANORAMA
Go 8 miles east on
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
SHORES
94 turn left on 464 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Waterfront home
at two story white
wooded lot, 3 B.R.,
house. Furniture,
baths,
1 car garage.
Avon
bottles,
spacious
living
guitar,
organs,
Get that tobacco set
dining
room
sound equipment,
today with the purcathedral ceiling
clothes. Much more
chase of this 27 acre
glassed wall for love
items. Starts May
farm with three
ly lakeview. Electri
acres of tobacco
22nd at 9 a.m.
wall heat, central
base! Located just
air, (Basement leve
off of Highway #280
bedroom, bath in
43. Real Estate
and hosting a nearly
complete. I Larg
new tobacco barn.
deck, screened.
BUILD NEAR A LAKE Good building site
No. 141. Excellent building
bargain at $36,500.00.
Boat
lake.
near
lobts are
with well already
IN NORTH
rights
area
picnic
and
ramp
here. Priced in the
included. Each lot is about
HILLS
-NEAR
acre in size. Near paved
$30's.
CITY PARK
road. $2200 per lot.
Just listed - imAll Offerings Subject To Remaculate 3 bedroom,
cent Prior Sale
1 bath B.V. home,
Strout Realty
Murray-Calloway
electric heat, wall air
JOE. l.KENNON, Broker
County Realty
conditioner, range,
1912 Coldwater Rd.
(502)7534146
Myrna, Kentucky 42071
dishwasher,
304 N. 12th St,
refrigerator,
Murray, Ky. 42071
disposal, draperies
Pardon A Thurman I
included. On large
toy A. t
troller
Insurance &
lot, with extra lot
Real Estate
available,
city water.
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
Saltiest& Court Sq.
Bel-Air house trailer, This is an ideal
Murray, Kentucky
14x70, located in Scenic retirement or begin753-4451
Acres on '4 acre. Call today ner's. home. Very
for your- - appointment, reasonable priced at
NEW LISTING, EXCEP- Spann Realty Associates, $33,900.00.
TIONAL VALUE. Handy loca- 753-7724.
tion for this well priced
brick home in the $30's.
Three bedroom home on
. Lots For Sale
large, deep lot with outside
Beautiful sloping corner lot
storage. Well insulated and
with trees, good location.
the heat bills show it! Bring
Kingswood Subdivision.
the kids with you today and
Price reduced, $3800.
ask for Wendy at Spann
Need to sell! 753-2329.
Realty Associates, 753COMMERCIAL LOT
7724.
lot for safe in AnderLake
FOR SALE
son Shores, owner will
Lot measuring 65' x
finance 6% interest, good
REDUCED
282' on Arcadia Court
building or mobile home
PRICE!
near the new city
Owner says he must
site. Payments $50 per
park. All city utilities
sell NOW! An immonth. Call 474-8025 or
available. Offered at
753-8914 or 759-1715.
maculate 2 bedroom
&15,000 through Kophome on 8 nice, level
Seven commercial lots for
perud Realty, 711
acres. Priced int he
sale at 'Pine Bluff Shores.
Main in Murray.
$30's.
Ideal for grocery or gas staPhone 753-1222.
Call 436-2289
tion
FIVE
BEDROOM
753-9818
41.
HOME
Homes-FirSale
•
k
Located on a tree
Beautiful brick' home, near
if! Al WA ff
shaded lot near the
University, marble bath,
& Potormy MANAGEMENT
old city park, this
new carpets, fireplace.
remodeled
older
Reduced low 530's. 753home offers comforBUSINESS
3942.
table, economical
OPPORTUNITIES
For sale on South 11th
family
living.
Three houses, total
Street: 3 bedroom frame
Fireplace in livprice, $15,000; Franhouse, hardwood floors,
ingroom, formal dinelectric heat, quiet
chise - business for
ing room,central gas
neighborhood, short walk to
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
heat, and full baseshopping canters. Owner
dress shop for sale,
ment are a few of the
can finance first year.
S8,000.
fine features of this
$28,900. Phone 753-7508.
roomy home. First
Threats
Two bedroom, carport,
time offered. Phone
Waldrep
garden, nice lot, located
753-1222, Kopperud
Stella, $14,800, $1500
Realty for full-time
Real Estate
down, balance monthly
real estate service.
Dade Jeff Center 759.1717
12%. 489-2595.

37. Livestock Supplies

'fl
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50. Used Trucks

47. Motorcycles

51. Services-Offered 53. Services Offered

1974 Harley Davidson 1978 Chevrolet Silverado All of your plumbing anc Concrete and block brick
Sportster, good condition
pickup, loaded new tires air-conditioning needs.-Alse work --Basements.
Phone 753-6984
sharp, clean Call Paris do carpentry. painting, root- driveways storm cellars
1979 Yamaha 650 Special, (901)642-7043 after 5 pm ing, and concrete. All work porches 20 years ex
black, less than 3000 1978 Ford pickup, air, done to satisfaction: 753- pemnce 753-5476
,
miles, $1695 Call 759- AM-FM radio, power brakes, 9822.
4749 after 5 pm
power steering, A-1 condi- Asphalt driveways and parkExpert car and hems
Two mopeds, 1979 Con- tion Price, $3650 Call ing lots sealed by Sears For stereo repair.
free estimates call 753cords, good condition Call 753-6153 after 6 pm
WORLD OF SOUND
753-3716
1979 Chevrolet Silverado, 2310
222 S. 12th St.
low mileage. Call 753-9648 Beat the heat! Have your
753-5865
48. Auto. Services
or 753-6084.
air-conditioners cleaned
Import Auto Salvage For sale: 1972 Chevrolet' now!! We also have comMotors, transmissions, pickup, V8 motor, new plete appliance service Need work on your trees?
Honda, Opal, Chevy Luv. tires, good shape Call Phone 759-1322
Topping pruning, shaping,
Toyota Fiat Datsuns Call 437-4119.
removal and
complete
AI'S Super Shelf
474-2325
more Call BOYER'S TREE
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
South 4th Street
SERVICE for professional
Trucks. Available thru
Murray
tree care, 753-8536_
49:Uied Cars.
government Agencies. Many
Complete
Auto
Professional paperhanging
sell under $200. Call 312Repair. Free tube with
painting, farm buildings,
742-1143, Ext. 2641 for inoil and filter change.
EXTRA
Commercial or
fo, on how to purchase.
top-sides
7S3-7896.
SPECIAL
residential Call Tremon
51.
Campers
1974 Chev Monte Carlo,
Big Joe's • Small Engine Farris 759-1987
red with block top $1250.
IDLEWILD CAMPER - Cab- Repair, 808 Coldwater
HATCHER
over sleeper for El Camino Road, 753-8834 Chain Sanitation Service to--all of
AUTO
or RAnchero trucks. -All saws. lawn mowers, and Calloway County Weekly
fiberglass unit. Sleeps 4. tillers. All makes. Andy pickup service reasonable
SALES
Special
Equipped with all ac- Elkins mechanic. Also have monthly rates
713 4961
S155 17th
Senior Citizens rate Call 1
cessories such
as used mowers for sale.
& D Sanitation Service
refrigerator, range, fur1971 Eldorado Cadillac. nance. Like new. Would sell Bob's Home Improvement 436-2562 after 5 pm
2-door, loaded, for $1700 El Camino with unit if Service Remodeling, pain- Spraying, mowing and
or best offer. Call 753-6642 desired. 753-7745.
ting, cement work, general pruning Call T & D LANDbefore 5:30 or (901)
home maintenenace and inPickup truck slide in spections Free estimates SCAPING, 436-2333
644-1533.
self-contained camper, 753-4501
Warning! Don't read this
1973 Nova Hatchback, 111
/
2 ft., good condition
unless you're in need of
power brakes, steering, and Call 753-3674.
Carpenter Service. New roofing. carpentry, or elecair. V8 automatic, good
homes, remodeling. trical work. New or repair
transportation. $695. 753- 53. Services Offered cabinets, decks anything All guaranteed. Call Joe.
4174.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING with wood, quality work. 753-9226 for free estimate.
or vinyl siding and trim. Pilone 753-0565
WEST
Aluminum trim for brick For custom stripping and
KENTUCKY
houses. Jack Glover, 753- refinishing furniture call
AS
1873.
Brown's Grove Trading Post,
Coating and
435-4555
COLDWATER LAWN &
snaling
GARDEN
SHOP.
753 8163
ROOFING
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers.
11001-11p & Shingles
5% off base price
Wet basement? We make
chain
saws, expertly *sheens's. All sworn
EVERY VW in
wet basements dry, work
repaired.
Pickup
and
fro•
go•raistised.
stock including
completely guarenteed. Call
delivery available. 489- rostimatos.
and
diesels
or write Morgan ConCall 750-1559.r
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
during
Audi's
7
struction Co., Route 2, Box
GENERAL HOME REPAIR,
409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
month of May.
15 years experience carpen- Fence sales at Sears now or call day or night. 1-442CARROLL VW
try, masonary, plumbing, Call Sears, 753-2310 for 7026.
800 Chestnut
roofing, and siding. Free free estimate for your
753-8850
VA
Will haul driveway white
estimates. No job too small. needs
rock and Ag lime, also have
Call 474-2276 evenings or
Guttering by Sears Sears any type of brown or white
474-2359 daytime.
continous gutters installed pea gravel. Also do backhoe
1978 Firebird Formula, K & K Stump Remcwal. Do per your specifications Call work. Call Roger Hudson.
Power steering, Power you need stumps removed Sears 753-2310 for free 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Brakes. air, tilt wheel, from your, yard or land estimate
Will
mow
yards
15 years
AM,FM Casette. Ca11.1-527- cleared of stumps? We can
1181 or 753-3675 after 5 remove stumps up to 24" Heating. refrigeration, and experience Call 753-6564
PM.
below the ground, leaving electrical repair. •Bob's WM sharpen hand saws and
Service,
only sawdust and chips. Refrigeration
Hazel,
KY,
or skill saws 753-4656
498-8370
Call for free estimate, Bob
1978 Mustang Gia
753-7829.
Bobby
Lockhart.
56. Free Colu-mn
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
32,000 actual miles.
Licensed electrician and Eight week old Calico
Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
gas installation, heating in- kitten, to good home only
PURDOM
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
stallation
and repairs Call 753-3994
Oldsmobile
Commercial and residenPontiac
tial. Also patching, sealing, 753-7203
57. Wanted
and striping. For estimates
Cadillac
Wanted at once. Someone
Aluminum Service Co.,
call 753-1537.
1406W. Main
to live on lot and take care
aluminum and vinyl
753-5315
MOBILE HOME REPAIR, Inof yard. garden, large
siding, custom trim
stalling tie downs, understockbarn. pond. Horses to
work. References.
ride. All rent free! Close to
FIAT XI/9, Targa top con.- pinning, roofing, installing
Call Will Ed Bailey,
New Providence, KY. 436vertible, extra, extra sharp, doors and windows. We also
753-0689.
42,000 miles, new custom build porches and patios
velour-leather interior, new Call 753-6973.
•
•
Michilen radials. Needs MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
minor valve work. Must sell underpinning, roof's sealed,
OR TRADE this week! patio awnings, and house
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
$2500 or good offer. Phone type roofs for mobile
Specializing in Senior Citizens
759-4051 or 753-9164, ask -homes. 753-1873. Jack
for Steve.
Glover.
Open Hours
50.Used Trucks
REPAIR
SERVICE:
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
1941 Willis jeep, 4-wheel Electrical- refrigerator - air
8-12 753-3685
drive, 4 cylinder, lock-out conditioner - appliances,
hubs, restored. Call 753- icemakers, well pumps. Call
For Appointment
John Pritchard 435-4284.
2632 or 753-7400.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Pape".

And Save For A Handy Reference)

Hutching Sales
911

Filler Queen Sales & Service
In This Area

Days 753-6068

General
N•no•
Repair: Corpentery,
c•ncrete
work,
plumbing, roofing,
siding, windows end
deer installation.
Free estimate! N.
lob too smell!

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492-8983
Day
7534150

Colson
Construction
474-.2359

or
474-2276

Poison
Control
753-7588

Loyd A. McClure

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminise and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Call WiN Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Nights 436-1367

Let Professionals
manicure your lawn.
Commercial and
Residential landscaping and lawn
maintenance. Mowing, Pruning and
Spraying. Prompt
Service, Free
Estimates.

T&D

Landscaping
436-2333

OERRY•
CUSTOM KRCNEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKMG
•CIISTOM as FultlaTKIRE
*CIISTOM 111111lT KITCNI31
CABINETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

Radio Cob
Company

Quality Service
Company
.?Crating

and Air Con.
ditioning Soles; Soles
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal Service
Departments

7S3-9290

•

Police
911

Taxi Cab
Service
6 a.m.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

phone
753-53S1
or 753-5352
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Six Win Foundation College Grants Farmer Experiments With Land

Six Kentucky high school
seniors have been chosen to
receive scholarship grants
totaling $12,000 from the
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Scholarship Foundation.
The winners, and 10 alternates, were chosen from
more than 90 applicants
from across Kentucky. Sponsors of the scholarships are
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company.
Winn-Dixie Inc.. the Jefferson Counts Farm Bureau
and the Monroe County
Farm Bureau.
The winners and the
amounts of the scholarships
are.
Lisa Ann Meredith, 17, R.
1 Glendale. $3,000. Lisa plans
to attend Elizabethtown
Community College, then the
University of Kentucky, to
study clothing and textiles.
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Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Meredith.
•Keith A. Jeffries, 18, R. 1
New Castle, $3,000. Keith is
the son of Larry and Carolyn
Jeffries. He plans to major
in agricultural engineering
at the University of Kentucky.
'Jeff L. Williams, 17, R. I
Berry, $2,000. The son of
Elliott and Peggy Williams,
c-pians to attend either Centre or
Georgetown College with a
probable major in business
administration. *Alecia Owsley, 16, R. 1
Hueyville, $2,000. Alecia
plans a career in pediatric
medicine, and will attend
Prestonsburg Community
College before transferring
to UK. Her parents are
Adrian and Cloetta Owsley.
`Timothy L. Bibelhauser,
17, 5400 Camp Ground Road,
Louisville, $1,000. Tim is the
son of Mary Ruth and the
late Joseph Bibelhauser. He
plans to study industrial or
electrical engineering at the
University of Louisville.
*Darrell Lynn Tade, 17, R.
3 Tompkinsville, $1,000. This
recipient plans to attend
Western Kentucky University, then the Southern College
of Optometry in Merriphis.
He eventually plans to set up
practice as a doctor of op-

Farmer's Air Service
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Aerial Spraying
Res. 753-1746

Off. 489-2216

-;fi,4
red
LAND BANK
Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8: 30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdavs Only!
It ou ‘‘ ould like io (h.( os, long-turn) tinarn ing talk
to us'

. .„

t•

tighetry. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell Tade.
Alternates for the scholarships are Sherri Lynn Long,
R. 3 Lancaster, Gregory
Snider, R. 2 Taylorsville;
Kimberly Ann Hamilton,
Prestonsburg; Kevin
Sweasy, R. 1 Mt. Eden; Anna Katherine Floyd, R. 2
Calhoun, Daniel Light,
VanCleave 7 Karen Kruger,

2805 Conroy Place,
Louisville; Lois Pounds,8706
Old Shepherdsville Road,
Louisville; Jean Thompson,
R. 2 Tompkinsville; and
Karen Ann Copas, Rt. 5
Thompkinsville.
Those chosen as alternates
become eligible for the remainder of the grants if the
winners are not able to complete college.

By MARY BERGIN
The Evansville Sunday
Courier & Press
PRINCETON, Ind. (AP)
— Billy Walden is experimenting.
Twenty acres of farmland
had been a hayfield and cow
pasture 16 years. That's

County Famous For Popcorn
By NORMAN MARTIN
The Paducah Sun
MURRAY, Ky.( AP) — In
addition to used cars and
Murray State University,
Calloway County has
another claim to fame — it's
the undisputed champ of
Kentucky's popcorn producers.
In fact, even in a bad year,
farmers here will produce
enough popcorn to satisfy
even the most ardent moviegoer through a thousand
runs of "Gone With the
Wind."
In addition to a booming
export market for Kentuckygrown popcorn, there is a
massive demand for the
white puffs of corn here in
the United States. Jenny
Blair, a spokesman for th

Popcorn Institute, a several processing plants,
Chicago-based industrial buying stations and storage
trade group, said Americans facilities.
Indeed, Calloway County
consume about_ 9 billion
been a popcorn center
has
quarts of popcorn annually.
That averages out to about for many years, said Rabor
40 quarts of popcorn for Harper, plant manager of
every man, woman and the Weaver Popcorn Co. in
Murray. He said that in the
child.
and early 1960s,
1950s
the
"Murray seems to be
was
center Tor popcorn produc- Calloway County
tion in the state," said David modestly referred to as the
Williamson, director of the world's largest popcorn
Kentucky Crop and market.
At the time, there were
Livestock Reporting Service. "We probably have as seven popcorn companies
much popcorn produced in headquartered in the county.
Calloway County as we do in The number has dwindled to
the whole state, maybe three, but Harper said that
overall,the popcorn industry
more."
Williamson said a com- has enjoyed tremendous
bination of factors have issciu,& in the Jost 20 years,
made the county a leader, in- part2tharly in the developcluding the presence of ment of overseas markets.

Farmers With
Damages May
Get Relief
Farmers whose fallseeded wheat or barley was
damaged by winterkill,
drought or other disasters
may qualify for payments
under disaster provisions of
the wheat and feed grain
program.
Farmers are advised not
to graze, hay or plow under
their failed acreages
because they could destroy
evidence of the damaged
crop before the acreage is
released by ASCS.
Farmers with failed
acreages of fall-seeded crops
should notify the ASCS office
as soon as possible.
Under the program,
farmers may receive
payments if a disaster
destroys their crops and they
abandon acreage or devote
it to another use. They may
also qualify for disaster
payments if they carry
damaged acres through to
but
reap
harvest
substantially less than a normal crop.
For more information on
failed acreages, contact the
local ASCS Office.
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Mayor Melvin Henley and Judge Executive Robert
Miller are shown signing Proclamation with Albert
Wilson, Chairman of the Calloway County Conservation District, designating May 24-31 as Soil
Stewardship Week. This year's theme is "Society's
Pressure Points" which will be observed by 3,000 conservation districts nationally.

Soil Stewardship Week
Observed Nationwide

Soil Stewardship Week will conservation districts.
our own population
"W
be held nationwide this year
and growing
million
20
to
according
May ,24-31,
and with many regions of the
Albert Wilson, Chairman
the Calloway County Con- world depending on the
United States to supplement •
servation District.
Since 1955, Soil Steward- their food supply, the need to
ship Week has been maintain our productive
recognized in millions of. _capacity becomes increaschurches and schools across, ingly apparent," according
the nation. It is designed to to NACD.
This year's event focuses
focus on the nation's natural
"Society's Pressure
on
resource problems and to
as its theme and
Points"
them.
solve
to
ways
consider
topics as soil
such
covers
"This country must, at
urconservation,
water
and
the
maintain
whatever cost,
capacity of the land to pro- banization, and loss of prime
duce food and fiber," cites farmland.
Our district has tried to
the National Association of
information booklets on
send
Districts
Conservation
theme to all churyear's
this
the
for
( NACD)in its booklet
1981 observance. NACD ches in Calloway County responsors Soil Stewardship questing their support in
Week in cooperation with the observance of Soil Stewardnation's 3,000 soil and water ship Week.

Freezer Sale

Pool 1 or 11% ilr‘. Jowl; s. nor,. I rvis.isrur

• •
Patnttng\i•
Contractors

AP

Southern States

()tN Candidate.''
is IA,E1) THE OFFICE TIN
CALL()WAY (.011NTY!

ment," he said. "But since
about all Walden could do had • record-breaking intillage requires
conservation
with it because of its steep creases in conservation
herbicides
more
of
use
the
the
though
even
tillage,
slope and unruly ridges.
and pesticides, the overall
equiprental
no
has
county
•
But this year he is planting
price — compared with concorn with help from the Gib- ment available.
ventional tillage — is about
on
save
is
does
it
"What
son County Soil and Water
equal."
equipof
tear
and
wear
the
Conservation District.
Walden is using a no-till
plantei;eliminating the need
for plowing and discing.
o•rolarairW*
About one-half of all counties in Indiana now lease
conservation tillage equipment to farmers. In Gibson
County, a planter, tractor
"(liii Ill
and driver are provided for
813 an acre.
Tithi VII
"When crops were planted
f 'X'
in this area, there were
serious erosion problems,"
Walden said. "And these 20
acres are part of the first 158
I bought when I was a
sophomore in college.
Commercial
"At first, I didn't have to
•
use this land to its fullest exqinuate,
ree
tent. Now it's gotten to the
point I must renovate all the
acres I can."
If it wasn't for the
availability of rental equipment, he probably would
have waited a few years
before trying the notill concept, Walden said.
"This (rental) program is
a good way of fifiding out
how notill works. And I'm at
the point I'll have to start
changing some of my tillage
equipment. If this does what
it's supposed to do, I'll eventually only use my
mowboard plow to clear
virgin land."
Melvin Westbrook, area
conservationist for the GibFormerly Murray Warehousing
son County Soil Conservation
& Farmers Groin & Seed
Service, said farmers usually are hesitant when told
about the notill concept.
"Some farmers are interested but don't want to invest their money in a no-till
planter when they're not
sure how it's going to work,"
he said. "We believe it's the
most effective way to lessen
erosion problems."
With no-till, the farmer
plants his crop in existing
vegetation. The no-till
planter merely cuts a slit
through existing crop
residue, and drops a seed into the slot.
Westbrook said about 10
Gibson County farmers have
used the no-till planter this
year on small parcels of land
— five to 40 acres.
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY,KY.
Elvis Douglas, conservationist in Vanderburgh
County, said his county has

Also Have 15 Cu.Ft.
and 25 Cu.Ft.Chest

Freezers
Ph. 753-1423
Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT 81
SOYBEANS
V/

753-3404

Grain
Merchandising

THE NEW
INTERNATIONAL
1420IS THE MOST
PRODUCTIVE
COMBINE OF ITS
SIZE...
AND WE'LL
GIVE YOU 57000
TO PROVE IT.
We'll give you $7,000 off the list price of a new International® 1420 Axial-Flow Combine if you agree to
tell us what you think after one season's use. We're
ready to put this new rotary combine to the test. Your
test. Operate it. See just how good this new 1420 AxialFlow is. We think you will agree. . . it's the most productive combine in the 125-bushel capacity class. And
$7,000 right up front says you'll prove it. See us soon. Offer ends July 31, 1981.

I

INTERNATANAL•
AGRICULTUIIAL
EQUIPMENT

Purchase Equipment Co.Inc.
0.4
Phone 753-2215
Hwy. 94 E.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

